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ABSTRACT
Detection and correction of faulty arrays is one of the important research areas in
beamforming. If some elements in the array fail to work, the main objective is to steer
the main beam in the desired direction and place the nulls in the direction of
interferers. This research area has gained direct applications such as sonar, radar
satellite, mobile communications etc.
The work presented in this dissertation is mainly divided into two parts. In first
part, our contribution is to develop an efficient method for the detection of faulty
sensors. Specifically, the symmetrical structure of linear array is proposed, which has
two advantages. Firstly instead of finding all damaged patterns, only half patterns are
needed and, secondly, we require scanning the region from 00 to 900 instead of 00 to
1800, which obviously reduces the computational complexity to half. The basic tools
designed to detect the location of faulty sensors are nature inspired heuristic
computing and compressed sensing technique. These techniques are firefly
algorithm, cultural algorithm with differential evolution, harmony search algorithm,
cuckoo search algorithm and the compressed sensing techniques such as Parallel
coordinate decent algorithm, separable surrogate functional algorithm and Iterative
reweighted least square algorithms. Furthermore, the compressed sensing
techniques are hybridized with evolutionary algorithm.
The second part of this dissertation, the correction of faulty arrays is formulated in
a unique way and five approaches are proposed to correct the faulty pattern. In the
first approach, our contribution regarding correction of faulty sensors has achieved
better null depth level (NDL) due to symmetrical element failure (SEF) technique. The
symmetric element failure maintains the null depth almost close to that of the original
array. The null depth of all nulls, especially the first one, has been achieved with the
help of SEF technique. Null placement and sidelobe suppression have been
achieved by hybridizing genetic algorithm with pattern search. In the second
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approach, the symmetrical structure is used for the correction of faulty beams in
failed array antenna. The corrected pattern has been achieved by a cultural algorithm
with differential evolution using a proper fitness function. In the third approach, a
cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) is developed based on SEF technique along with
distance adjustment between the antenna elements for the correction of faulty
beams. The proposed SEF technique along with distance adjustment dn based on
CSA provides better results in terms of SLL and nulls in the direction of known
interferers. In the fourth approach, a CSA is designed for the correction of single
element failure. This time the proposed technique has used a new fitness function for
the suppression of SLL and nulls in the direction of known interferers. In the fifth
approach, using the advantage of symmetrical structure of linear array, a simple
method has been developed for the reconstruction of faulty beams. The method
recovers the failed element signal from its symmetrical counterpart element by taking
its conjugate.
The simulation results of detection and correction of faulty arrays are presented
in comparison with the available techniques. In case of detection, our approach is
computationally efficient to detect the complete as well as partial faulty elements. In
case of correction we achieved better NDL which is of great importance in
beamforming and nulls placement back to their original positions after the failure of
elements.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1. Introduction
Detection and correction of faulty arrays in beamforming is a practical
issue and has gained direct applications, such as, sonar, radar and mobile
communications. The array antenna used in these applications consists of
large number of antenna elements. There is a possibility of getting failure of
antenna elements as the array size increases. The radiation pattern of the
array antenna degrades when some of the elements in the array are not
working completely or partially. Before correcting the faulty patterns, it is very
important to build up an accurate algorithm for the diagnosis of defective
sensors. Once the location of faulty sensors is detected, then compensation
techniques are applied.
Due to single element failure, three problems arise. These problems
include an increase in sidelobe levels (SLL), displacement of nulls and
diminishing of null depth level. The replacement of the defective elements of
the array may not be possible in most practical situations. It is very expensive
in terms of time and budget to replace the defective elements frequently. In
case of active antennas, without replacing the defective element the radiation
pattern can be restored with minimal loss of quality by controlling the weight
excitations of the active/unfailed antenna elements of the array. As part of
routine field maintenance, a fast numerical method to detect and confirm the
presence of failed elements without dismantling any component is much
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preferred. This type of fast diagnosis will reduce the cost and time and also
ensures the repairing of faulty arrays from base station.

2. Problem Statement
In the literature, various algorithms are available for the detection and
correction of faulty arrays. Some of the well-known algorithms for the
detection of defective sensors are matrix method, back propagation algorithm,
exhaustive searches and Bayesian compressed sensing technique. These
available techniques are computationally expensive as they, not only require
to store the patterns of all defective sensors in the array, but also need to
scan the entire region from 00 to 1800. We have developed the heuristic
computation and compressed sensing technique to give an effective and
computationally less expensive solution for the detection of faulty sensors.
Similarly, some famous techniques are available in case of correction of faulty
arrays. Majority of the researchers have worked on the reduction of sidelobes
level (SLL) and null steering in failed array antenna, but no one has tackled
the issue of null depth level (NDL) and null steering at their original positions
after failure of elements.
The main objective of this dissertation is to find out new techniques for
detection and correction of faulty sensors. For these contributions, we have
used the nature inspired evolutionary computation and compressed sensing
techniques and recovery algorithms for the detection of faulty sensors.
Similarly, we have also developed some efficient algorithm for the correction
of faulty sensors. In todays rapidly growing advancement, biological inspired
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techniques are considered to be efficient and reliable tools for optimization in
the field of science and engineering. They are simple in structure, having fast
convergence and robust against noise. These techniques mainly include
genetic algorithm (GA), cultural algorithm (CA), differential evolution (DE),
cuckoo search algorithm (CSA), firefly algorithm (FA), and harmony search
(HS) algorithm etc. The reliability and efficiency of these global search
techniques increases when hybridized with the local search algorithm such as
pattern search (PS). For detection of faulty sensors we have hybridized the
evolutionary algorithms with parallel coordinate descent (PCD) based on
compressed sensing.

3. Contribution of the Thesis
In this dissertation, we have developed new efficient techniques for the
detection and correction of faulty arrays in beamforming. The work presented
in this dissertation is divided into two parts, the detection and correction of
faulty arrays in beamforming. The designed algorithm for detection of faulty
sensors is based on the nature inspired evolutionary optimization and the
compressed sensing techniques. For the correction of faulty arrays, we have
developed efficient technique to achieve the desired pattern as well as for the
detection of faulty arrays. We have used two different fitness functions for the
correction of sidelobes level and null placement in the direction of known
interferers. A summary of the contribution included in this dissertation is as
given below.
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3.1 Correction of Faulty Arrays


The symmetrical structure of linear arrays has been proposed for the
correction of faulty beams. The symmetric element failure (SEF)
technique maintains the null depth almost as close to that of original
array. The null depth of all nulls, especially the first one, has been
achieved with the help of SEF technique. Null placement and sidelobe
suppression have been achieved by hybridizing GA with PS and using
a proper fitness function.



The above structure is used for the correction of faulty beams in failed
array antenna using cultural algorithm with differential evolution. Null
steering at their original positions and sidelobe reduction has been
achieved by hybridizing cultural algorithm with differential evolution and
using a proper fitness function.



The above structure is further improved to get the pattern near the
original one. This time, a cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) is presented
based on symmetrical element failure technique along with distance
adjustment between the array elements for the correction of faulty
beams. The proposed SEF technique along with distance adjustment

dn based on CSA provides better results in terms of SLL and nulls in
the direction of known interferers. The fitness function is used to
minimize the error between the desired and estimated one.


A nature inspired CSA is developed for the correction of faulty patterns.
This time the proposed technique has used a new fitness function for
the suppression of SSL and nulls in the direction of known interferers.
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Using the advantage of symmetrical structure of linear array a simple
method has been developed for the reconstruction of faulty beams. The
method recovers the failed element signal from its symmetrical element
by taking the conjugate.

3.2 Detection of Faulty Arrays


We have developed FA for the detection of faulty elements. The
proposed method detects the complete as well as partial faulty
elements. We have used the fitness function which defines an error
between the degraded far-field power pattern and the estimated one.



The symmetrical structure of linear array based on cultural algorithm
with differential evolution has been developed. The symmetrical
structure has two advantages i.e., instead of finding all damaged
patterns, only ( N  1) / 2 patterns are needed and secondly we require to
scan the region from 0 to 90 instead of 0 to 180 which obviously
reduces the computational complexity.



In this case, HS is hybridized with FA for the detection of faulty
elements in array antenna. The proposed hybrid technique has used a
new objective function as fitness function. Specifically, the results
obtained by HS are further given to FA for fine tuning.



The nature inspired CSA is developed for the diagnosis of faulty arrays.
Again MSE was used as a fitness function and from the monitoring of
faulty power patterns, the location of faulty sensors is diagnosed.
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A compressed sensing technique for diagnosis of faulty sensor in an
antenna array is proposed using a Parallel Coordinate Descent (PCD)
algorithm, Separable Surrogate Functionals (SSF) algorithm, IterativeReweighted-Least-Squares (IRLS) and hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm
algorithms.



The evolutionary algorithm is hybridized with PCD algorithm based on
compressed sensing for the diagnosis of faulty sensors, and it has
been shown that the performance of hybrid technique is better than that
of GA and PCD separately.



A differential evolution based compressed sensing technique for
detection of faulty sensors in linear arrays has been developed. The
slow convergence of DE based compressed sensing technique is
accelerated with the help of (PCD) algorithm. The combination of DE
with PCD makes the

l minimization faster and precise. Again it has

been shown that the performance of hybrid technique is better than DE
and PCD applied separately.

4. Organization of the Thesis
This dissertation explores the detection and correction of faulty arrays in
beamforming by using nature inspired evolutionary optimization and
compressed sensing techniques. The thesis outline is as follows. Chapter 2
describes a brief literature survey regarding array antenna, detection and
correction of faulty arrays in beamforming. Chapter 3 discusses the proposed
optimization techniques. The global search optimization techniques (GA, CA,
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DE, CSA, FA, HS) and PS the local search optimization technique have been
discussed.
Chapter 4 demonstrates the applications of developed algorithm based on
evolutionary algorithms i.e. genetic algorithm (GA), cultural algorithm with
differential evolution (CADE), cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) for the
correction of faulty patterns. At the end of this chapter, a simple algorithm has
developed for the reconstruction of failed element signal from its symmetrical
element by taking its conjugate. A Monte-Carlo simulation is performed to
check the validity of the proposed techniques in terms of SLL and null
placement in failed array antenna.
Chapter 5 illustrates the application of nature inspired evolutionary
computation techniques i.e. firefly algorithm (FA), cultural algorithm (CA),
differential evolution (DE), harmony search (HS) and cuckoo search algorithm
(CSA) for fault finding in failed antenna array. Again a Monte-Carlo simulation
is performed to check the effectiveness of the proposed techniques.
Chapter 6 deals with the detection of faulty sensors based on compressed
sensing techniques. This chapter demonstrates results obtained using a
Parallel

Coordinate

Descent

(PCD)

algorithm,

Separable

Surrogate

Functionals (SSF) algorithm, and Iterative-Reweighted-Least-Squares (IRLS)
algorithm. Moreover, the evolutionary algorithms are hybridized with PCD
based on compressed sensing.
Finally chapter 7 concludes the dissertation and proposes some future
directions.

CHAPTER II
DETECTION AND CORRECTION OF FAULTY ARRAYS:
AN OVERVIEW

Equation Chapter 2 Section 1
1. Introduction
In this chapter, a literature review regarding an antenna array, along with
the detection and correction of faulty sensors is presented. In recent times,
one of the interesting research areas in wireless communication is smart
antenna system. The demand of smart antenna increases rapidly when
dealing with multi-user system. Smart antenna systems consist of an array of
sensors which are capable of steering the main beam in the desired direction
and nulls placement in the direction of interferers.
A single antenna is usually isotropic but, in most of the applications we
require high directivity in one particular direction. To achieve higher directive
patterns in a particular direction we require a number of antenna elements
with different weight excitations and phase shifters. This antenna array can
not only give better gain but can also steer the main beam in the preferred
direction.
An antenna array is generally divided into three classes. The linear,
circular and planar arrays and these were developed by Schelkunoff (1943),
Rhodes (1964), and Neff (1960). Due to easy structure, we consider only
linear array for detection and correction of faulty sensors in this dissertation.
The work can easily be extended to other geometries.
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2. Uniform Linear Array (ULA)
Consider a ULA of identical elements are placed along x-axis of equal
spacing and non-uniform excitation as shown in Fig. II-1.

Element 1



d



wo

w1

Sum



y(n)




wN-2

wN-1

Element N

Figure II-1: Uniform Linear array of N-element with equal spacing
The distance between the elements is  / 2 and the array factor (AF) is
the summation of individual elements as given by Balanis (2005),

AF    1  e

j  kd sin   

N 1 jn kd sin   
 e j 2 kd sin     ...  e j  N 1 kd sin      e 
n 0
(Eq. II.1)

where k  2 /  is the wave number,  is the progressive phase shift and  is
the angle of incidence. Multiplying both sides by e

j

, the AF can be written as,
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N 
sin   
2 
AF   
1 
N sin   
2 

(Eq. II.2)

where   kd sin    .

3. Methods for Null and Beam Steering
In communication systems, it is desirable to have the power pattern with
lower SLL to mitigate the effect of interferers. This technique was first
developed by Dolph (1946) and later on introduced by Riblet (1947) to meet
the required criterion. There are various techniques available in literature to
get the weight excitation of the Dolph Chebyshev array, but we have used
Dolph (1946) method as the reference antenna in this dissertation for the
detection and correction of faulty patterns.
The antenna array concept was developed by Alvarez (1987) in military
applications. This improvement was major success in the field of wireless
communications as it enhanced the transmission and reception power
patterns of antenna arrays used in the systems. The array also allowed the
system to be steered electronically to transmit or receive signal from a specific
direction without moving the array structure mechanically. The antenna array
can be used to receive energy from a specific direction while eliminating
information from unwanted directions. Further improvement in the field of
signal processing led to the idea of adaptive arrays. These antenna arrays
adapted their radiation power pattern according to the changing environment.
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Detection and correction of faulty arrays is a practical issue in adaptive
beamforming. Beamforming is the signal processing technique that has
various applications in the field of sonar, mobile communications, radar,
seismic exploration and radar etc. These applications were addresses by Krim
and Viberg (1996), Byrne et al. (2010), Sotiriou et al. (2006) etc. Beam
steering and null steering have been an interesting area of research among
the research community. The system of an array antenna has the ability of
null steering and assures the main beam in the desired direction by searching
a suitable set of weight excitation for the array antenna.
Unz (1960) was the first one to publish paper on improving the
performance of array using geometry. During the study, he noted that
performance of antenna array can be improved by taking constant weights but
changing the positions of sensors. King (1960) presented a method that
eliminated grating lobes using change in the position of sensors. Harrington
(1961) proposed the idea that due to the small perturbations in element
position will give a desired power pattern.
The geometry of array also plays an important role in direction finding
abilities of antenna. Pillai et al. (1985) developed a novel method for aperiodic
linear array which increases the detection capability and resolving power as
compared to uniform linear array. Gavish and Weiss (1996) addressed that
the response of the array in the existence of a particular signal is given by the
array manifold. The manifold must be different for different direction of arrival
(DOA). If, for a broadly separated DOA, the manifold is identical, big errors
are likely to occur.
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Guney and Akdagli (2001) put forward the concept of broad nulls in the
array power pattern when the direction of interferers may slightly change with
time. The array antenna can react in such a time-varying situation by
adjusting the weights of each element in an array. In case of adaptive control
of each element, the array is called fully adaptive array.
Null steering and beam steering can be achieved by the appropriate
weighting of the elements which assures that the desired user signal are
received un-attenuated. Null steering techniques require being adaptive since
the desired user or interferers are not essentially known a priori and frequently
varying due to the comparative motion of the array and the users. Friedlander
and Porat (1989) proposed that null steering technique requires DOA of both
the desired user and interferers. On the other hand, beamforming techniques
adjust the weights of the array based on the mean square error and do not
need direction of arrival of interferers. Cox (1973) had shown that these
techniques are more robust and flexible to interference elimination than DOA
techniques.
Now we discuss the null steering algorithms that depend on the position of
elements. In adaptive arrays, for null steering the element position
perturbation algorithms are available. Due to movements of all the elements,
the fully adaptive arrays are slow as like Ismail and Dawoud (1991), Dawoud,
and Ismail (1992). To move the selected elements in array, Hejres (2004) and
(2007) proposed the fast partially algorithms. Alsharaa et al. (2010) and
Sattari (2003) recently proposed the nature inspired heuristic and hybrid
heuristic algorithms for position perturbation null steering. For the large
antenna array, the position perturbation null steering algorithms are slow
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because if the single interferers change its position, the new position
perturbations of all the elements are essential to be recalculated. These
algorithms are efficient as the number of nulls is less as compared to the
number of elements in the array.
Schelkunoff (1943) developed a method for synthesizing pattern nulls
along the main beam in the desired direction that exploit both the weight and
phase excitation. The array factor is a polynomial whose roots are positioned
in the complex plane on the unit circle. This method is computationally
expensive for large arrays because due to change in position of single
interferer, the complete set of weights has essential to be recalculated.
Oestreich and Mendelovicz (1979) proposed a method based on phaseonly adaptive nulling with discrete value. In this method, the phase of the
elements is varied electronically in discrete steps to get the optimal phase
settings for interferers cancellation at the required positions. Vincenti and
Giusto (1983) developed a method for phased array antenna using only
phase for providing proper nulls in the sidelobe region. One problem with this
technique is that it is incapable of cancelling two interferences that are
perfectly symmetrical about the main beam as Steyskal, (1983). Shore (1984)
proposed a computational technique for symmetric nulling based on nonlinear
programming for obtaining phases only.
Ibrahim (1991) proposed a structure based technique that provides
independent steering of nulls with real control of antenna weight. The method
combines the outputs of three consecutive stages by relating the weight on
the central one. The main issue with this algorithm is that, the number of null
is reduced to half of the total number of antenna elements in antenna array.
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Khan et al. (2011) proposed a method for providing an independent
steering of available nulls by exploiting the complex weights. Recently, nature
inspired meta-heuristic computation techniques have been used for phaseonly,

amplitude-only,

complex

weighting

and

the

element

position

perturbations. These techniques include Genetic Algorithms (GA), Differential
Evolution (DE) Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO), Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) and TABU Search Algorithm. The
above mentioned nature inspired algorithms are developed by Marcano and
Duran (2000), Tokan and Gunes (2001), Mangoud and H. M. Elragal (2009)
etc. The hybridization with these techniques also exists in the literature. These
algorithms afford null steering and sidelobe level reduction but the number of
nulls is less than the number of antenna elements in the array.
Mathematical theory of linear antenna arrays was proposed by
Schelkunoff (1943) and (1972). Schelkunoff’s mathematical theory of linear
antenna arrays has constant coefficients for the polynomial of array factor.
Using such kind of polynomial, radiation pattern of the array of N antennas
will produce ( N  1) nulls but in the specific directions i.e. these nulls cannot be
steered in the arbitrary directions. Dolph (1946) proposed the method to
suppress sidelobes up to the given constraint but nulls cannot be steered
using this method. Howells (1965) presented first side lobe canceller and its
mathematical analysis was made by Sid Applebaum. Later on Applebaum
(1976) was the first person who gave the idea of null steering using adaptive
arrays and demonstrated it with its mathematical analysis.
Steyskal (1983) and Steyskal et al. (1986) developed pattern nulling
methods that require phase changes only. Vu (1984) contributed in literature
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by giving the unique concept of nulls steering. He used amplitudes of the
currents (real weights) to steer nulls in arbitrary directions and phase shifters
to steer the main beam. Two major drawbacks were arisen in this technique.
First, steerable nulls were effectively reduced to half of the total number of
elements in the array. Second, type of null steering was not independent i.e. if
place of one noise interference changed, all weights were recalculated to
produce nulls in the desired directions. Ibrahim (1991) resolved this issue by
decoupling the weights and steering nulls independently, but at the cost of
number of steerable nulls. Using his algorithm, we get steerable nulls less
than half of number of elements in a linear array. Later on Khan et al. (2011)
proposed a structure based algorithm to get (N-1) independent steerable nulls
using a linear array of N elements. Mehmood et al. (2012) presented a
comparison analysis of different null steering techniques.
Bell and Van Trees (1999) and Bell et al (2000) developed an iterative
approach to adaptive beamforming with sidelobe control. The first one using
the quadratic beam pattern constraints limiting deviations from the desired
beam pattern while the second one using both adaptive and non-adaptive
control.
Carlson (1988) proposed the well-known diagonal loading method
techniques, while Liu (2003) developed adaptive beamforming with sidelobe
control using a second-order cone programming. Zhang et al. (2008)
proposed sidelobe suppression for adaptive beamforming with sparse
constraint on beam pattern.
SLL in an array antenna is an important issue that depends on the
position and weights of the array elements. In an antenna array with the
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steering of nulls and the reduction of sidelobe levels, simultaneous preserving
of the gain of main beam is also important.
Abdulrani et al. (2012) was introduced a novel nature inspired modified
cuckoo search (MCS) algorithm for the reduction of SLL in symmetrical linear
antenna array. The results obtained through MCS are further hybridized with
the inertia weight controlling and roulette wheel selection operator with
minimum SLL.
Malik et al. (2009) proposed PSO algorithm to find the inter element
spacing between the antenna array for the suppression of SLL.
Khodier (2005) presented a synthesis technique of linear antenna array
geometry with minimum SLL and null steering control using the PSO
algorithm. The array synthesis problem is formulated with the main goal to
achieve the reduced SLL and null steering at the required directions, and then
resolved by using PSO for the best possible element positions.
Petrella, et al. (2006) proposed PSO algorithm for planar antenna array
synthesis in reducing sidelobes and null steering at the required positions.
Tennant et al. (1994) proposed a GA to suppress sidelobes via changing the
position of antenna elements. Teruel and Iglesias (2006) developed the
suppression of sidelobe by selecting geometry of the array based on the
nature inspired algorithm called Ant Colony Optimization (ACO).
Now if one or more elements in an antenna array fails, its SLL and nulls
are damaged. Up to my knowledge, in failed array no technique addresses
both problems simultaneously i.e. independent null steering and sidelobe
suppression.
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The trade-off between the SLL and half power beamwidth was first
introduced by Dolph (1946). Through this method we obtain the narrow
achievable beam width for a given SLL and vice-versa. Riblet (1947)
developed a method for arrays with spacing between the elements less than

 / 2 , there presents a set of excitation weights that provide a narrow beam
width for a given SLL than Dolph’s technique. However, Riblet derives the
results only for an odd number of sensors. Duhamel (1953) extended the job
of Dolph with an odd number of sensors to endfire arrays. S. Holm and B.
Elgetun (1995) proposed optimal reduced sidelobe excitation weights for
broadside by using linear programming.
Now if any element in the array fails due to any reason, the main task is to
detect the position of faulty elements. Once the position of faulty element is
detected, then some correction technique is applied to recover the desired
pattern. The literature review regarding detection and correction of faulty
elements is presented below.

4. Detection of Faulty Sensors Techniques
The detection of faulty sensors in an array is a practical issue in
beamforming. The main focus of the researcher is to detect the faulty element
positions by computationally efficient method. A number of techniques are
available in the literature that diagnoses location of faulty sensors in an
antenna array.
Rodriguez and Ares (2000) developed the genetic algorithm to locate
faulty elements in planar arrays by using samples of the degraded far-field
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pattern. This method uses fitness function to minimize the difference between
the far-field pattern obtained for a given pattern of faulty elements and the
estimated one.
Bucci et al. (2005) proposed the matrix method for the detection of
conformal array radar. The matrix method is based on the recovery of the
weight excitation from the measurement of near-field data by resolving the
linear system linking the weight excitation coefficients at the measurement
points. The disadvantage of this method is the computational time necessary
by the algorithm.
Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm was first proposed by
Schmidt (1979). Buonanno and D’Urso (2009) proposed MUSIC algorithm for
detection of faulty arrays. The proposed approach assumes as input the
weight and phase of the near-field patterns and allows finding the positions
and the number of defective sensors. The disadvantage of this method is the
computational effort necessary by the method. However, the time required for
the diagnosis of faulty sensors is the measurement time to assemble the near
field samples which mounts to several hours.
Vakula and Sarma (2008) presented a method for the detection of faulty
sensors using artificial neural network (ANN). This method detects the faulty
sensor position based on the change in the power pattern. The problem with
this technique is that it detects a maximum of two faulty sensors in planar
array of 51-sensors.
Patnaik et al. (2007) proposed a method for the diagnosis of faulty
sensors based on ANN. The method taking samples of the power pattern of
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the faulty array and maps it with the position of the faulty sensor in that
antenna array. But the method is restricted to locate a maximum of three
defective sensors in an array of 16-sensors. So the method is applicable to
small arrays.
Xu et al. (2007) proposed the support vector machine (SVM) classifier for
the diagnosis of faulty sensors in an array of 4-sensors. The method using
different SVM classifiers for each combination of the faulty sensor. This
method is not applicable with large arrays, because the number of
combination of defective sensors boosts.
Rodríguez et al. (2009) presented a method to locate the position of faulty
sensors in antenna arrays, which only requires a small number of samples of
its faulty far-field power pattern. The method tabulates all the faulty patterns of
the array. Then, the faulty patterns are compared with the configuration of
single faulty sensor. The minimum of the configuration will give us the location
of faulty sensors.
Balamati Choudhury et al. (2012) proposed a technique using bacteria
foraging optimization (BFO) for fault finding in linear antenna arrays. The
technique is based on the difference between the far-field radiation pattern of
the faulty array and the measured radiation pattern is optimized with respect
to the weights of the array sensors.
Oliveri et al. (2012) presented a novel array identification method based
on a linear compressive measurement. The technique is able to detect the
fault as well as the degree of reliability of faulty sensor. Firstly the array
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identification problem is formulated in a Bayesian framework and is solved
with a relevance vector machine (RVM).
Harroua and Nounoua (2014) proposed a statistical fault identification
technique based on the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)
scheme in antenna array. The proposed technique identifies the faults based
on variation in the power pattern from the desired ones. To evaluate the fault
detection capabilities of the EWMA scheme, a complete as well as a partial
fault is analyzed.

5. Correction of Faulty Sensors Techniques
In an antenna array, the presence of failure can damage the radiation
pattern. The resulting pattern disturbs the SLL, damages the NDL and shifts
the nulls from their original position. In the last decade, a number of
techniques were proposed for correction of faulty elements.
Peters (1991) proposed a conjugate gradient technique for failure
correction. For failure correction, the weight and phase excitation of the active
elements are reconfigured to reduce the average peak sidelobe level.
Bu and Daryoush (2006) presented a method based on the bi quadratic
programming to reconfigure the array by changing the phase of the active
elements.
Beng-Kiong Yeo and Yilong Lu (1999) proposed a technique based on GA
for failure correction in antenna array. Three mating schemes namely
adjacent fitness paring (AFP), best mate worst (BMW) and emperor selective
(EMS) are introduced for the reduction of sidelobes level only.
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Keizer (2007) introduced a method to synthesize low SLL with periodic
element arrangement for planar array. This technique use the advantage of
the property that with periodic element arrangement for planar array, an
inverse Fourier transform relationship be presents between the AF and the
weights of element. In iterative way, the weights of the element are derived
from the AF. This method is applicable for large arrays of 5800-element.
In digital beamforming, Mailloux (1999) proposed a method of replacing
the failed element signals from another element in an antenna array.
Rodríguez et al. (2000) proposed GA for failure correction in array
antenna. In this technique, the excitation of the minimum number of elements
is adjusted to recover the desired pattern.
Rehman et al. (2012) proposed a hybrid computing to reduce the SLL in
failed array antenna. The method is limited to a small array of 10-elements.
Rodríguez and Ares (1998) presented a heuristic computation technique
for the correction of faulty patterns. The technique is based on two
approaches using simulated annealing (SA). In the first approach, the new
weights of the active elements are obtained by changing their weight
distribution while in the second step the phase is modified by taking the
original amplitude constant.
Levitas et al. (1999) presented a practical failure correction technique for
phased antenna array. This technique is suitable for practical applications in
radar and satellite communications and is valid to different type of failures in
antenna array. The technique is free of the external signal situation and
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achieving best improvement across angular regions at the price of
performance degradation in other less significant regions.
Deen et al. (2004) proposed the orthogonal method to recover the desired
pattern in case of element failure in linear antenna array. This technique
reconfigures the weights and phase excitation of the active elements to
recover the SLL only.
Yeo (2009) developed an improved particle swarm optimization (PSO) for
failure correction in digital beam-forming of arbitrary geometry. The main
advantages of PSO against genetic algorithm (GA) are to arrive at similar
results in a much shorter time. This PSO algorithm can be tested for different
configurations of antenna array, and needs less computational resources,
than GA.
Wang and Fang (2003) proposed a technique based on the combination
of GA and fast Fourier transform (FFT) for failure correction. The hybrid
technique speeds up the estimation of array power pattern by using FFT, so it
gives the opportunity to speed up the GA.
Biswas et al. (2004) proposed ANN for failure correction in planar array.
The technique adjusts the weights of the working elements to get the pattern
near the original one. This is applicable to small type of array antenna.
Narwant (2012) et al. presented a nature inspired firefly algorithm (FA) for
failure correction by controlling the weight excitation only of the active
element. This technique only suppresses the SLL.
Acharya et al. (2014) study the compensation level in a failed antenna
array based on particle swarm optimization (PSO). The process was
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consisting of two parts. In the first part, to find the minimum number of active
elements in an array that can recover the desired pattern, while the second
part deals to find the maximum number of defective elements that can be
reimbursed.
Different algorithms are studied in literature for the correction of faulty
arrays, but no one addresses the issue of null depth level and steering of nulls
at their original position in failed antenna array.
S. U. Khan et al. (2014) proposed a method based on SEF for the
correction of faulty arrays. Though, we have achieved better NDL due to SEF,
but the sidelobe levels and positioning of nulls is still an issue to be taken into
account, for which the nature inspired evolutionary computing technique is
used i.e. CADE for controlling SLL and placing the nulls towards required
position.

6. Conclusion
This chapter exposes the fact that detection and correction of faulty
sensors has been an important research area for the last two decades. A
number of available techniques have been proposed in the literature for
diagnosing and correction of faulty sensors. Different optimization techniques
can be observed by the literature review that generally finds the location of
defective sensors. Once the location of defective sensors is diagnosed, then
some correction methods is applied to recover the pattern.

CHAPTER III
SLECTED EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS

Equation Chapter 3 Section 1
1. Introduction
The term optimization is a mechanism for solving real world problems.
The main advantage of optimization techniques is to find the best solution
from a huge search space of possible solutions. Fogel (2000) illustrate that
these nature inspired meta-heuristic computing techniques are multifold, ease
in implementation, flexible, less probable of getting stuck in local minima and
robust against noise. Back (1996) demonstrate that evolutionary algorithms
(EA) are basically the search techniques based on evolutionary computation
(EC). These EAs are inspired from Charles Darwin’s natural selection and
survival of the fittest. EAs are population based search technique and using
genetic operators. These genetic operators include crossover, mutation,
inheritance and selection. Due to this, EAs has received special attention in
the research community of science and engineering. In literature different
nature inspired evolutionary computational techniques are available, some of
them are given below.


Genetic Algorithm



Cultural Algorithm



Bat Algorithm



Differential Evolution



Cuckoo Search Algorithm
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Fractional Order Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization



Firefly Algorithm



Harmony Search Algorithm



Ant Colony Optimization



Bee Colony Optimization



Self-Organizing Migrating Genetic Algorithm



Evolutionary Programming



Learnable Evolution Model



Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization



Pattern Search etc.

Though, our conversation is limited to Genetic Algorithm (GA), Cultural
Algorithm (CA), Differential Evolution (DE), Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA),
Firefly Algorithm (FA), Harmony Search Algorithm (HAS) and Pattern Search
(PS).

2. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a nature inspired meta-heuristic computation
algorithm and was developed by Holland (1975) in his study to present an
easy solution of natural selection. Srinivas and Patnaik (1994) shows in his
work that GA is routinely used to generate useful solutions to optimization and
search problems which are computationally complex to solve. Zhang et al.
(2007) developed a new method that GA belongs to the EAs, which produce
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possible solutions to an optimization problem using the strategy of
inheritance, mutation, selection and crossover. One of the main feature of GA
is that do not get stuck in local minima. GA is an iterative technique which
starts with fixed number of possible solutions called population. This
represents a possible solution to the problem under consideration. Population
is a number of individuals which represents length of chromosome, where
each chromosome contains number of genes. All the chromosomes are
generated randomly. Once the population is generated, then selection
operator chooses the best solution during each generation. The selection
process constitutes a set of chromosomes called parents. Then the parent
chromosome takes part in the left over evolution process. To find the best
solution, the parent chromosome will take the process of crossover, mutation,
elitism etc. As an outcome, we find a new set of chromosome called off spring
or children. This procedure continues until total number of iteration has
reached or the best chromosome has been achieved. The flow chart of GA is
given in Fig.III-1 while its pseudo steps are given below.
Step I Initialization: In all EAs initialization is required for algorithm
execution. In this step, chromosomes are generated randomly and we define
the number of generations, fitness limit, elite count, crossover fraction,
number of cycles etc.
Step II Fitness Function: The fitness function is the main part of all EAs. If
the fitness function is designed properly then one can attain the desired
results. The fitness of each chromosome in the population is evaluated and
the form of fitness function is problem specific. The greater fitness values are
placed at the top while the smaller fitness values are positioned at the bottom.
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Step III Termination Criteria: Termination criterion is based on the following
conditions


The required MSE is achieved. or



The maximum number of generation has reached
else go to the next step.

Step IV Parent Selection: For creating the next generation, some of the
chromosomes from the parents are selected. The aim of choosing these
chromosomes is to offer better chance for individuals to survive in the next
generation. It is against nature to kill all genes that have less fitness values as
they generate a little useful.
Step V Reproduction: To improve the fitness function, a next generation is
created on the basis of crossover and mutation operator.
(a) Crossover: In this process the information among the chromosomes is
exchanged, i.e. parent’s solutions may recombine in a number of ways to
create off spring.
(b): Mutation: In this process, when a fitness function of the problem is not
improving agreeable, a gene in a chromosome is changing randomly. This
process avoids GA from getting stuck in local minima.
Step VI off Spring Selection: The process of selection of children for
creating the next generation can be done through various methods. The most
commonly used methods are elitism, generation replacement etc.
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Read Data

Set Starting point

Create mesh point

Calculate fitness function

Reduce mesh size

Stopping Criterion

Stop

Is fitness function is
achieved?

Double mesh size

Figure III-1: General flow chart of Genetic Algorithm
(a): Elitism: In this process we select chromosomes from the parents and
some from the children to achieve best fitness function.
(b): Replacement of Generation: In this process the complete generations
are replaced by children while the parent chromosomes are discarded.
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(c): Fight of survival of fittest: In this process the fitness of parents and
children are sorted. The best fitness values are placed at the top while the low
fitness value will positioned at the bottom.

3. Cultural Algorithm
Cultural Algorithm (CA) was developed by Reynolds (1994) to model the
evolution of the cultural component of an evolutionary computational system
over time. The main idea behind the CA is to clearly attain problem solving
knowledge from the growing population, and Reynolds (1996) applies this
knowledge to guide the search space. CA utilizes culture as a van for storing
information that is available to the entire population over many generations.
CA consists of three components, a populated space, belief space and a
communication protocol. First one is population space that contains the
population to be evolved and the mechanisms for its estimate. The population
space consists of a set of possible solutions to the problem. In this work the
population space is DE. Second, one is a belief space that represents the bias
that has been acquired by the population during its problem solving process.
The belief space is the information depository in which the individuals can
store their experiences for other individuals to learn them ultimately. These
two spaces are connected each other through communication protocol
composed of two function, i.e. acceptance function and influence function.
The acceptance function is used to accept the experience of the best
individuals from the population space and store them in the belief space, and
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then the knowledge in the belief space can be update through the update
function. The influence function can guide the search space. The belief space

Start

Generate the population space and
initialize the individual randomly

Calculate the initial individuals

Initialize the Belief space

Generate next generation

Calculate the new individuals

New individual better than the
individual within the belief space

Update the Belief space

NO

YES
Termination Criterion

Best individual

Stop

Figure III-2: Flow chart of Cultural Algorithm
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is divided into two knowledge components. CA is used an optimization
algorithm, its belief space is stored and update with population space during
each generation and the knowledge in the belief space is used to guide the
search space towards the required solution. The flow diagram for CA is shown
in Fig.III-2.

4. Differential Evolution Algorithm
Differential evolution was developed by Storn and Price (1995) and is
used to solve real valued optimization problems. DE is a stochastic based
search algorithm that presents simple structure, having fast convergence and
robust against noise. It has shown good results for multi-model, and nondifferential fitness function. DE is based on a mutation operator, which adds
an amount obtained by the difference of two randomly chosen individuals of
the present population. Rogalsky et al. (1999) applied DE fruitfully to the
discrete as well as constrained optimization problem. Joshi and Sanderson
(1999) has got tremendous applications in the field of science and
engineering. It searches iteratively the possible solutions space and struggle
for the best possible solution. Lampinen and Zelinka (2002) has illustrate that
DE is the combination of genetic programming, evolutionary programming and
GA. It is mainly based on mutation, crossover and selection operators.
Mutation has the key role and the performance of DE depends on the
variants. The flow chart of DE is shown in Fig.III-3 while its basic steps is
given in the form of pseudo-code as follows,
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Start

Initialize population

Update the generation

Calculate the next generation
chromosome

Mutation operation

NO

Crossover operation

Stop

Selection operation

Best Individual

Termination condition

YES

Figure III-3: Flow chart of Differential Evolution
Step 1 Initialization: First we initialize Q chromosomes randomly,
where the length of each chromosome is 1 P . The P genes in each
chromosome represent the weights of the array antenna as given below,
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 w1,1 w1,2 ,...., w1, P 


w2,1 w2,2 ,...., w2, P 

S




 wQ ,1 wQ ,2 ,...., wQ , P 
where wi ,k  R , lb  wi ,k  ub



(Eq. III.1)

i  1, 2,..., Q k  1, 2,...P

Step 2 Updating: All the chromosomes form 1 to Q of the current generation
q , ge

are updated. Choose d h

from matrix S , where

ge and h represents the

particular generation and length of chromosome respectively. Our main task is
to find the chromosome of the next generation, i.e. eq, ge 1 by using mutation,
crossover and selection operation.
a) Mutation: To perform the mutation process, we select randomly three
different chromosomes from matrix S ,

1  c1 , c2 , c3  Q with c1  c2  c3  j ,

f q, ge  d c1 , ge  F (d c2 , ge  d c3 , ge )

(Eq. III.2)

where 0.5  F  1 .
b) Crossover: The crossover is performed on the below expression,

q , ge
k

r

 f hq , ge if rand ()  CR or h  hrand 
  q, g

d h e otherwise


(Eq. III.3)

where 0.5  CR  1 and hrand is chosen randomly
c) Selection operation: The next generation chromosome is generated by
the following expression,
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d

q , ge 1

r q , ge if error (r q , ge )  error (d q , ge )CR or j  jrand 
  q, g
 (Eq. III.4)
d e otherwise


Step 3 Stopping Criteria: The stopping criterion is based on the following
condition,
If

error (d q, ge 1 )   or maximum number of iteration has reached.

Step 4 Storage: Store the required results for the numerical examination.

5. Cuckoo Search Algorithm
Yang and Deb (2009) was developed cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) and
is the latest nature inspired meta-heuristic algorithm based on the breeding
behaviour of brood parasitism of certain species of cuckoos. First we initiate
the breeding bebaviour of cuckoos and the characteristics of Levy flights of
birds. Cuckoos are pleasant birds, not only because of their striking sounds,
but also of their aggressive reproduction. The cuckoo search algorithm is
based on the following three assumptions. The first one is that each cuckoo
lays one egg at a time, and places its egg randomly in the chosen nest while
the second one is the best nests with high quality of eggs will carry over to the
next generations. The third one is the number of available host nests is fixed,
and the egg laid by a cuckoo is discovered by the host bird with a probability

pa   0,1 . In this case, the host bird can either throw the egg away or
abandon the nest, and build a completely new nest. For simplicity, this last
assumption can be approximated by the fraction pa of the n nests being
replaced by the new nests.
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Start

Initialize randomly population of n host
nest

Get a cuckoo i randomly by Levy flights

Calculate the fitness Pi

Select a nest j randomly
among nest

yes

Pi  Pj
no
Let j as the solution

Replace j by i new solution

Abandon Pa of worst nests and build
new ones via Levy lights
Keep the current best
solution

no
t < max iteration

yes
Compute the best objective

End

Figure III-4: Flow chart of Cuckoo Search Algorithm
In the CSA, each egg in a nest represents a solution, and a cuckoo egg
represents a new solution, the job is to use the new and better solutions to
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replace a not so good solution in the nests. Fig.III-4 is the flowchart which
shows the basic steps of the cuckoo search algorithm. CSA required less
number of parameters and is potentially more robust than PSO and GA. Yang
and Deb (2010) tested CSA for mechanical engineering and welded beam
design optimization problems.
Pavlyukevich (2007) developed the flight behavior of animals and an
insect has verified the characteristics of Levy flights. The Levy flight provides
a random walk and the random step length is from a Levy distribution which
has an infinite variance,

Levy     t   , 1<  3

(Eq. III.5)

6. Firefly Algorithm
Firefly algorithm (FA) is a new swarm optimization algorithm motivated by
behavior and motion of fireflies, developed by Yang (2007). It is a populationbased meta-heuristic algorithm which uses swarm intelligence. Basu and
Mahanti (2011) demonstrate that it is similar to other meta-heuristic algorithm
like GA, PSO and DEA but FA is found to have improved performance in
many cases. FA is based on the flashing light of fireflies. The flashing light of
fireflies is a remarkable sight in the tropical and temperature region. The FA
has three basic rules. The first rule is that all fireflies are unisex, and they will
move towards more attractive and brighter ones while the second one is that
the attractiveness of a firefly is proportional to its brightness which decreases
as the distance from the other firefly increases. If there is not a brighter or
more attractive firefly than a particular one, then it will move randomly in the
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space. The third one is that the brightness of a firefly is determined by the
value of the fitness function. For minimization problems, the light intensity is
inversely proportional to the value of the fitness function. The flow chart for FA
is shown in Fig.III-5.

Start

Input fitness function

Initialize poputlation

Calculate light intensity of fireflies

Chaotic movement of firefly with lightest
to firefly with brightest

NOC

Stop

End

Figure III-5: Flow chart of Firefly Algorithm

7. Harmony Search Algorithm
Geem (2001) was the first one who developed harmony search (HS)
music inspired evolutionary algorithm. Zou et al. (2010) have applied HS in
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different field of optimization problem including medical imaging, music
composition, medical physics and astronomical data analysis. Every musician
in music presentation acting a musical note, the musical notes jointly create a
harmony. The music cluster recovers their harmonies by practice, the
algorithm recovers its possible solutions. As compared to other optimization
technique, Geem (2001) developed that HS technique consists of four basic
operators while the basic steps of HS are given below,
HM: the harmony memory; HMS: the size of harmony memory, HMCR: the
consideration rate of harmony memory, PAR: the pitch adjustment rate and
the pitch adjustment bandwidth.
Geem (2008) discussed the four operators that constitute a stochastic
based derivative instead of traditional based derivative in order to find the best
possible solution. Consider

 w11
w12
,...., w1D

 w12
w22
,...., wD2
HM  

 HMS HMS
w2
,...., wDHMS
 w1

 
| fitness  w 
| fitness w1
1

|



| fitness wHMS











(Eq. III.6)

There are feasible options for a musician in the music improvisation
process,
(i) Play several pitches that are the same with the HMCR; (ii) play some
pitches like a known piece or (iii) improve the new pitches . These options can
be idealized into three components, the use of HM, the pitch adjustment and
randomization.
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The use of harmony memory is essential as it is similar to choosing the
best chromosome in GA. This will guarantee that the fines harmonies will
passed out to new harmony memory. To use this memory more efficiently, a
parameter raccept   0,1 is assigned that is called the harmony memory
accepting rate. To build HS more dominant, the HMCR parameter should be
set in the range 0.75 to 0.95 . In the second part the pitch are adjusted slightly
and for frequency adjustment a proper method used in [10]. If the new pitch is
updated by the following formula,

wnew  wold  b  2  1
where

(Eq. III.7)

wold is the solution from the harmony memory and wnew is the new pitch

after adjusting. Here



is a random number in the range  0,1 and b is the

bandwidth. The parameter PAR should be set properly. If the parameter PAR
close to 1, the solution is updating and HS is hard to converge. If it is near to
0, then small change is made and HS may be premature. Thus we use

rpa  0.1 to 0.5 . The other is the randomization process which increases the
diversity of the solution. The random process makes the problem further to
search various diverse possible solutions. HS algorithm has several
advantages,


It does not need differential gradients, thus it can solve continuous as
well as discontinuous functions.



It can handle continuous as well as discrete variables.



It does not need the initial value for variables.
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It is free from divergence.

8. Pattern Search Algorithm
Hookes and Jeeves (1961) was developed pattern search (PS) and was
successfully applied to statistical problems. It is used for optimization problem
which does not need the gradient of the problem. The goal of PS is to
compute a sequence of points that reach for an optimal point. In each step,
the technique attempts to find out a set of points called mesh around the
optimal point of previous step. Dolan et al. (2003) developed that mesh can
be obtained by adding the current point to a scalar multiple of vectors called a
pattern. The new point becomes the current point in the next step of
algorithm, if the PS finds the point in the mesh that improves the objective
function at the current point. Levis et al. (2009) and Conn et al. (1991) applied
successfully PS for optimization problem such as, bound constrained
minimization and globally convergent augmented lagrangian algorithm. In
order to get the optimum value of the fitness function, the PS repeats again
and again until any of the following condition is fulfilled.


Mesh size become less than tolerance



The gap between successful and sub-sequent pole is lower than the
set tolerance



The number of iteration has reached at pre-defined value

Dolan et al. (2003) proposed that PS is used for optimization as well as for
parallel computing problem. The results of PS are not as good as the GA and
DE but the results obtained by global optimizer are passed as starting point to
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PS that work as local search algorithm to find more accurate result. We have
used PS as a tool for fast local convergence. The flow diagram of PS is
shown in Fig.III-6

Read Data

Set Starting point

Create mesh point

Calculate fitness function

Stopping Criterion

Reduce mesh size

Is fitness function is
achieved?

Stop

Double mesh size

Figure III-6: Flow chart for Pattern search algorithm

9. Conclusion
This chapter covers different nature inspired evolutionary algorithms that
are used in this dissertation. The comprehensive detail of these nature
inspired evolutionary algorithms that have been used in subsequent chapters
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are given. These nature inspired algorithms include Genetic Algorithm
Cultural Algorithm, Differential Evolution, Cuckoo Search Algorithm, Firefly
Algorithm, Harmony Search Algorithm and Pattern Search Algorithm.

CHAPTER IV
CORRECTION OF FAULTY SENSORS IN FAILED
ARRAY ANTENNA

Equation Chapter 4 Section 1
1. Introduction
This chapter contains four main parts. In the first part, we have developed
the symmetrical element failure (SEF) technique which maintains the null
depth almost as close to that of the original array. Although, we have
achieved better null depth level (NDL) due to SEF, but the sidelobe levels
(SLL) and positioning of nulls is still an issue to be taken into account. For
which we shall use the nature inspired genetic algorithm with pattern search
(GA-PS) for controlling SLL and placing the nulls at required positions in failed
array antenna.
In the second part, suppression of (SLL) and null placement in the
direction of jammer is developed using SEF and cultural algorithm with
differential evolution (CADE) in failed array antenna. In the third part, we have
developed the nature inspired optimization technique based on cuckoo search
algorithm (CSA) and SEF along with distance adjustment for the correction of
faulty arrays. In the fourth part, we have developed a simple algorithm for the
reconstruction of failed element signal from its symmetrical element by taking
its conjugate. In all the above techniques, we have used the symmetrical
structure of linear array.
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Part I
In this part, we have proposed a SEF technique based on GA-PS for the
recovery of SLL and null placement. In the literature, various analytical and
computational methods are already available to address the issue of SLL like
Khan, S. U., et al. (2013), Peters (1991), Mailloux (1996) and null steering
such as Khan, Z. U., (2011), Hejres (2004), Krim et al. (1996) etc. Null
steering and beam steering have great importance in the research community
due to the direct applications in satellite, sonar, radar and wireless
communications. The situation becomes more challenging and complicated
when an element fails in the active antenna array. In case of element failure,
three major problems occur. These are increase in SLL, displacement of nulls
and diminishing of null depth level. It is very expensive in terms of time and
budget to replace the defective element frequently. Hence the weights of
active elements in the same array should be recalculated and readjusted to
create a new pattern close to the original one. Peter (1991) proposed a
method to reconfigure the amplitude and phase distribution of the remaining
elements by minimizing the average SLL through a conjugate gradient
method, while Mailloux (1996) used the method of replacing the signals from
failed elements in a digital beamforming receiving array. Guney and Basbug
(2008) developed the interference suppression and null steering techniques
based on controlling the excitation amplitude only have been studied. Yeo et
al. (1999) proposed the genetic algorithms for SLL correction in digital
beamfoming of arbitrary arrays but it fails to place the nulls in the direction of
known jammers. Rodriquez et.al (2000) applied genetic algorithm to reduce
the SLL in the failed array antenna. All the above EC based techniques have
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discussed the SLL reduction and null steering in failed array, but no one is
solving the issue of null depth and null steering at their original positions after
failure of elements.
In order to solve these issues, we have proposed a SEF technique that
provides better results in terms of null depth level. Moreover, the SEF
technique has deeper first null which is another big advantage over single
element failure. The first null depth in beamforming is of great importance. To
address the other two issues, we have used GA hybridized with PS to reduce
the SLL and steer nulls back to their original positions by adjusting the current
excitation of active sensors.

2. Data Model
Consider a linear array in which all the elements are placed symmetrically
about the origin as shown in Fig.IV-1. The total number of elements is

N  2M  1 , where M the number of elements on each side. The array factor
for this healthy set up with equally spaced elements, non-uniform amplitude
and progressive phase excitation will be given by Wolf (1937)

AF i  

where

M

w

n  M

n

exp  jn  kd cos i    

(Eq. IV.1)

wn is the non-uniform weight of nth element whereas n  0, 1, 2,...  M

The spacing between the adjacent elements is d while  is the angle from
broadside. k  2 /  is the wave number with  as wavelength. The
progressive phase shift



is given as

  kd coss .
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where

s

is steering angle for the main beam. The non-healthy array factor

for single element failure is given by the expression below.

AF i  

M

w

n  M

n

It is assumed that the

exp  jn  kd cos i    

for n  9

(Eq. IV.2)

w9 element fails in the antenna array given in

Fig.IV-1. One can clearly observe from Fig.IV-2, that due to single element
failure the radiation pattern is damaged in terms of SLL, null depth and
displacement of the nulls from their original position. So, the goal is to recover
the null depth, SLL, and null placement at their original positions. Various
methods are available in literature to correct the damage pattern of element
failures, however, none of them is able to achieve the required NDL.

Y

w10

×
w9


w8

w1 d w0

w1

w8

×
w9

Z

w10

Figure IV-1: Non-uniform amplitude array of 2M  1 number of symmetry
elements failure
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Figure IV-2: The initial 30-dB Chebyshev array and the
failure pattern.
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w9 element

In this section, we develop the proposed methodology based on SEF. As
we had assumed the failure of

w9 element, we lost the null depth as given in

Fig.IV-2. For SEF technique we also force

w9 to be zero as depicted in

Fig.IV-1. From Fig.IV-3 it is clear that SEF maintains the null depth almost as
close to that of original array. The array factor for non-healthy symmetrical
element failure is given by,

AF i  

M

w

n  M

n

exp  jn  kd cos i    

for n  9 (Eq. IV.3)

Although we have achieved better null depth level due to SEF, but the
SLL and positioning of nulls is still an issue to be taken into account, for which
we shall use the nature inspired evolutionary computing technique i.e. GA-PS
for controlling sidelobe levels and placing the nulls towards required position.
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Figure IV-3: The initial 30-dB Chebyshev array and the
symmetric element failure.
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3. Recovery of SLL and Null Placement Using GA-PS
In this section, a GA-PS technique is used for the recovery of SLL and null
placement in the direction of interferer in failed array antenna. Evolutionary
computation is basically a search for the fittest chromosome in the solution
space. The parameter settings for GA-PS which consist of size of population,
number of generations, function evaluations and stopping criterion is given in
table IV-1.The flow chart for GA-PS is shown in Fig.IV-4, while its important
steps are given below.
Step 1 Initialization: Generate K number of chromosomes randomly, each

chromosome contains genes which represent current excitation of antenna
elements.
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 w1,1 w1,2 ,..., w1, P 


w2,1 w2,2 ,..., w2, P 

S




 wK ,1 wK ,2 ,..., wK , P 

(Eq. IV.4)

In the matrix S , wk , j  R : lb  wk , j  ub where lb and ub are lower and upper
bounds of the antenna weights.
Step 2 Fitness function: Calculate the fitness for each individual chromosome

in the population. The fitness function depends on the mean square error
(MSE) between the desired array factor and estimated array factor given in
equation Eq. IV.11 and the null constraint given in equation Eq. IV.12.
Start

Input fitness function

Initialize population

Compute fitness

NOC

Yes

Optimized
result

No
Mutation operation

Pattern
search

No

Crossover operation
Fitness achieved

Selection operation

Yes
Stop

End

Figure IV-4: The flow diagram of genetic algorithm hybridized with
pattern search.
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Step 3 Termination Criteria for GA: Program for GA terminates when

maximum number of cycles (NOC) is reached and moves to step 5.
Step 4 Reproduction: Use the operators of elitism, crossover and mutation

selection as shown in table IV-1, to move from previous generation to the next
improved generation. Go back to the step 2.
Refinement: In this step, PS algorithm is used for further tuning of

Step 5

results. The best individual of GA is given as a starting point to PS algorithm.
The MATLAB built-in tool box is used for PS, for which the parameter is given
in table IV-1.
Step 6 Termination of program: When fitness function achieves a certain

prescribed value, the program terminates and stores the best chromosome,
otherwise it goes back to step 5.

3.1 Null Constraint
In satellite, radar and mobile communication applications, a jamming
signal located at a specific angle needs to be eliminated. Steyskal et al.
(1986) give an idea for an arbitrary array, to put a null at a given angle i , we
need,

A i   w H v i   0
where

w

(Eq. IV.5)

is N  1 vector which is defined as
w   w M ,...w0 ,...wM 

T

(Eq. IV.6)
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and v  i  is the steering vector defined as


  N 1

exp   j 
 kd cos i  
  2 



  N 3

exp   j 
kd
cos

i 


  2 



v i  



  N 3
 
exp  j 
 kd cos i  
2



 


 N 1
 
exp  j 
 kd cos i  
2




  N 1

(Eq. IV.7)

where N is the total number of array element. The null constraint is given as

w H v i   0,

i  1, 2,....M 0

(Eq. IV.8)

We may define N  M 0 constraint matrix, C as

 

C   v 1  , v 2  ,..., v  M 0 



(Eq. IV.9)

where i for i  1,2,...M 0 is the direction of null. Our objective is to optimize the
squared weighting error subject to the constraint that
wH C  0

(Eq. IV.10)

Our requirement is that the columns of C should be orthogonal to the
weight vector

w . Accordingly we may define Gi , i  1, 2
P

G1    AFGA i   AFd i  

and G as follows.

2

(Eq. IV.11)

i 1

G2  w H C

2

(Eq. IV.12)
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Table IV-1: Parameters used for PS and GA
PS
Parameters
Poll method
Polling order
Mesh size
Expansion Factor
Function
Evaluation
Maximum iteration
Penalty Factor
Contraction Factor
Mesh Tolerance
X Tolerance
Bind Tolerance

Settings
GPS Positive Np1
Random
01
2.0
13000
500
100
0.5

GA
Parameters
Setting
Population size
200
No of Generation
500
Migration Direction Forward
Crossover fraction
0.2
Crossover
Scattered
Function Tolerance
Initial range
Scaling function
Selection
Elite count
Mutation function

106
106
103

G  G1  G2

10-10

[0-1]
Rank
Roulette
2
Adaptive feasible

(Eq. IV.13)

Hence G is the fitness function for the problem given above which are to be
minimized. Best chromosome shall give the minimal value of G . The first term
in Eq. IV.13 is used for SLL reduction, where AFd i  represents the desired
pattern and AFGA i  is the pattern obtained by using GA. The second term in
Eq. IV.13 is used for jammer suppression and placement of nulls at their
original positions after element failure.

3.2 Simulation Results Using GA-PS
In simulation, a Classical Dolph-Chebyshev linear array of 21 elements
with  / 2 inter-element spacing is used as the test antenna. The array factor
in this case represents a -30 dB constant SLL with the nulls at specific angles.
Analytical techniques are used to find out the non-uniform excitations for
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Classical Dolph-Chebyshev array. In case of element failure, GA is used to
suppress the SLL and place the nulls to their original positions by
recalculating and adjusting the weights of remaining active elements.
Case 1: At the first instant the element failure in the array is assumed to be

w9 . After failure the radiation pattern is destroyed, which results in increase of
the SLL and displacement of null positions. In order to regain the symmetry,
its mirror element weight

w9 is forced to zero. We achieve the required NDL

and deeper first null depth level (FNDL) as compared to that of non-symmetric
case. The SLL rises to -25.64 dB due to the

w9 element failure, while due to

w9 element the SLL is -24.18 dB. The advantage of SEF is deeper

SEF of the

nulls, especially, the first null. The SLL and FNDL for damage array of single
failure and SEF are shown in table IV-2. It is clear from Fig. IV-3 that SEF
maintains better FNDL as compared to that of single element failure.
After optimization by GA, the SLL of the

w9 element failure are reduced to

-28.1 dB while due to SEF, the sidelobes level is reduced to -27.93 dB. The
recovery of

Table IV-2: Comparison of FNDL and SLL for the damaged
pattern
Comparison of FNDL and SLL of damage pattern of one element and SEF
One element failure

SEF

FNDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

FNDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-34.8

-25.64

-85.63

-24.17
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Figure IV-5: Radiation patterns for Original, the
one null Recovery.
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Figure IV-6: Radiation patterns for original, the
null Recovery.
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one null due to single failure and SEF to its original position 1  18 is shown
in Fig.IV-5 and Fig.IV-6. The comparison of pattern with single and SEF for
one null is given in table IV-3. The recovered NDL of SEF is one dB deeper
than that of single element failure.

180
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Table IV-3: Recovery of one null

Comparison of NDL and SLL of one element failure and SEF
Correction of one element failure

Correction of SEF

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-115.3

-27.66

-116.4

-27.93

Recovery of Nulls

1st null recovered.

Fig.IV-7and Fig.IV-8 show the recovery of three nulls originally at angles
of 1  18 ,  2  31.43 and 3  40.94 for single element failure and SEF. The
SLL and NDL for the corresponding nulls are given in table IV-4. The NDL in
SEF is one dB deeper than that of single element failure.
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Figure IV-7: Radiation patterns for original, the
three nulls Recovery.
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Figure IV-8: Radiation pattern for original,
Recovery.
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Now the recovery of six nulls for single element failure and SEF
originally at positions 18 , 31.43 , 40.94 , 48.83 , 55.85 and 68.19 is carried
out and shown in Fig.IV-9 and Fig.IV-10. A comparison of SLL and NDL for
the recovery of six nulls is given in table IV-5. In each case SEF produces
deeper nulls compared to the single element failure. From simulation it is
observed that we have received deeper first null in SEF scenarios discussed
above.

Table IV-4: Recovery of three null

Comparison of NDL and SLL of one element failure and SEF
Correction of one element failure

Correction of SEF
Recovery of Nulls

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-116.4

-29.5

-120.2

-32.03

One null recovered.

-92.44
-88.19

-29.42
-26.91

-94.3
-89.58

-31.38
-26.4

2nd null recovered.
3rd null recovered.
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Figure IV-9: Radiation pattern for original, the
six nulls Recovery.
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Figure IV-10: Radiation pattern for original, the (w9 , w9 ) SEF and six
nulls Recovery.
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Table IV-5: Recovery of six null

Comparison of NDL and SLL of one element failure and SEF
Correction of one element failure

Correction of SEF

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-105.4
-95.01
-92.04
-95.31
-92.44
-94.7

-32.52
-32.75
-32.08
-30.73
-25.94
-26.65

-116.1
-105.8
-101.4
-100.2
-96.48
-96.8

-43.38
-43.08
-42.4
-40.33
-36.72
-29.75

Case 2: In this case, the
mirror element weight

Recovery of Nulls

One null recovered.
2nd null recovered.
3rd null recovered.
4th null recovered.
5th null recovered.
6th null recovered

w7 element is assumed to fail. Due to symmetry its

w7 is forced to zero. For single element failure the SLL

is increased to -23.95 dB, while due to the

w7 SEF, SLL is increased to -20.55

dB, which is the price to be paid to achieve deeper nulls including the first null.
After optimization the weights and phases of the remaining active elements
were adjusted by using GA with PS to achieve the radiation pattern close to
the desired one. The SLL is reduced to as -26.36 dB, while due to SEF, the
SLL is reduced to -23.9 dB. In case of the

w9 symmetry element failure the

number of achievable nulls are eight, while due to the

w7 symmetry element

failure only six nulls are achieved. The SLL and beamwidth of the
slightly greater than that of the

w7 SEF is

w9 SEF. The number of nulls received in the

w7 SEF is two less than that of the w9 SEF. The number of nulls reduces in
SEF as failure element moves towards the centre element. The original and
the

w7 element failure pattern are shown in Fig. IV-11 while the original and
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SEF pattern are shown in Fig.IV-12. The comparison of FNDL and SLL for the

w7 element failure and SEF is given in table IV-6. The FNDL of the w7 SEF is
deeper than that of single element failure along with other deeper nulls in
SEF. From the simulation result it is concluded that if the element failure
occurs near the centre element, the number of nulls reduces by one on both
sides of main beam.
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Figure IV-11: The original Chebyshev array, the
pattern.
After optimization the SLL of

140

160

180

w7 element failure

w7 element failure are reduced to -29.07

dB while due to SEF, the SLL is -27.13 dB and the recovery of one null is
imposed at 1  18 . Fig.IV-13 and Fig.IV-14 shows the recovery of one null
for single element failure and SEF. The comparison of NDL and SLL is given
in table IV-7. The NDL of SEF is one dB deeper than single element failure.
The SEF gives better FNDL and deeper nulls than single element failure.
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Table IV-6: Comparison of FNDL and SLL for damaged
pattern
Comparison of FNDL and SLL of damage pattern of one element and SEF
One element failure

SEF

FNDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

FNDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-37.23

-27.59

-84.48

-24.88

Fig.IV-15 and Fig.IV-16 show the recovery of three nulls at angles of 1  18 ,

2  40.94 and 3  48.83 respectively, for single element failure and SEF. The
SLL and NDL for the corresponding nulls are given in table IV-8. The NDL of
the 3rd null in SEF is six dB deeper as compared to the single element failure.
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Figure IV-13: Radiation pattern for original, the
one null Recovery.
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null Recovery.
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Table IV-7: Recovery of one null

Comparison of NDL and SLL of one element failure and SEF
Correction of one element failure

Correction of SEF

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-106.2

-29.07

-107.3

-27.13

Recovery of Nulls

One null recovered.
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Figure IV-15: Radiation pattern for original, the
three nulls recovery.
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Fig.IV-17 and Fig.IV-18 shows the original, damage and corrected
pattern of five nulls recovered for single element failure and SEF. The
recovery of five nulls which are placed at 18 , 40.94 , 48.83 , 62.25 and 68.19
positions. The comparison of SLL and NDL for the recovery of five nulls is
given in table IV-9. The NDL of the 5th null in SEF is deeper than single
element failure.
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Figure IV-16: Radiation pattern for original, the
nulls recovery
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Table IV-8: Recovery of three nulls
Comparison of NDL and SLL of one element failure and SEF
Correction of one element failure

Correction of SEF

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-106.8
-97.94
-96.7

-29.94
-39.37
-25.6

-108.1
-101.2
-102.3

-25.7
-33.28
-24.91

Recovery of Nulls

1st null recovered.
2nd null recovered.
3rd null recovered.

Table IV-9: Recovery of five nulls

Comparison of NDL and SLL of one element failure and SEF
Correction of one element failure

Correction of SEF

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-116.5
-101.3
-101.3
-87.54
-87.4

-24.64
-42.18
-23.16
-30.5
-27.85

-101.8
-109.4
-95.48
-95.21
-104.5

-23.87
-33.61
-21.59
-31.56
-20.5

Recovery of Nulls

1st null recovered.
2nd null recovered.
3rd null recovered.
4th null recovered.
5th null recovered.
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Figure IV-17: Radiation pattern for original, the
five nulls recovery.
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Case 3: The main beam can be directed at any angle .If the user changes its
position then the main beam can be steered in the desired direction. Fig.IV-19
shows the corrected pattern with recovered nulls and main beam pointing at

 s  120 . The main beam can be steered in the direction of desired user at
any angle. The array factor for 2M  1 elements in terms of main beam
direction s is given by

AF i  

where

s

M

w

n  M

n

exp  jnkd  cos i  cos  s  

(Eq. IV.14)

is the main beam direction to which it can be steered.
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Part II
In this section, we have discussed the reduction of SLL and null
placement in the direction of known jammers using cultural algorithm (CA)
hybridized with differential evolution (DE).

4. Data Model
In this section, the data model used is the same as developed in section
3.1. We have developed an approach based on cultural algorithm (CA)
hybridized with differential evolution (DE) for the suppression of SLL and null
placement in the direction of jammers.

5. Cultural Algorithm Hybridized with Differential Evolution
Cultural Algorithms consist of three components, a population space,
belief space and a communication protocol. The flow diagram of CA is given
in Fig. IV-20. First one is population space that contains the population to be
evolved and the mechanisms for its estimate. The population space consists
of a set of possible solutions to the problem, in our problem, the population
space is DE. Second, one is a belief space that represents the bias that has
been acquired by the population during its problem solving process. In CAs,
the information acquired by a member of the population can be shared with
the entire population. The third one is the communication protocol that is used
to determine the interface between the population and the beliefs.
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CAs model has two levels of evolution. One is the population level and the
other is belief space level. In addition to a population space, CA has belief
space in which the beliefs acquired from population’s evolution can be stored.
Adjust

Belief Space

Acceptance Function

Selection

Influence Function

Population Space

Fitness Evalution

Variate Population

Figure IV-20: Flow chart of cultural algorithm
An acceptance function is used to generate beliefs by gleaning the experience
of individuals from the population space. In return, this belief space can bias
the evolution of the population component by means of the influence function.
Becerra and Coello (2006) give the idea that the belief space itself also
evolves by the adjust function. In the present work, the belief space is divided
into two components: Situational and normative knowledge

5.1 Situational Knowledge
Situational knowledge stores individuals from population space which
provides the direction for other individuals. Situational knowledge consists of
the best example P found along the evolutionary process. It represents a
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leader for the other individuals to follow. The variation operators of differential
evolution are influenced in the following way



y i , g  Pi  F x n2 , g  x n3 , g

where



(Eq. IV.15)

Pi is the i-th component of the individual stored in the situational

knowledge. This way, we use the leader instead of a randomly chosen
individual for the recombination, getting the children closer to the best point
found. The update of the situational knowledge is done by replacing the
stored individual P , by the best individual found in the current population,

xbest only if xbest is better than P .

5.2 Normative Knowledge
The normative knowledge contains the intervals for the decision variables
where good solutions have been found, in order to move new solutions
towards those intervals. The normative knowledge includes a scaling factor,

ds1 to influence the mutation operator adopted in differential evolution. The
following expression shows the influence of the normative knowledge of the
variation operators

z ij, g


 x n1 , g  F x n2 , g  x n3 , g
if x n1 , g  li


  x n1 , g  F x n2 , g  x n3 , g
if x n1 , g  li

 n1 , g  ui  li 
n2 , g
 x n3 , g
o/w
 x   ds   F x
i












where













(Eq. IV.16)

li and ui are the lower and upper bounds respectively, for the i-th

decision variable. The update of the normative knowledge can reduce or
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expand the intervals stored on it. An extension takes place when the accepted
individuals do not fit in the current interval, while a reduction occurs when all
the accepted individuals lie in the current interval, and the extreme values
have an improved fit and are feasible. The values

dsi are updated with the

difference  x n2 , g  x n3 , g  found for the variation operators of the prior generation.
Normative knowledge leads individuals to jump into the good range if they are
not already there. The normative knowledge is updated as follows, let us
consider xa1 , xa 2 , xa 3 ,..., xanaccepted be the accepted individuals in the current
generation and xmini and xmaxi belong to  a1 , a2 , a3 ,..., naccepted  and the accepted
individuals with minimum and maximum values for the parameter i.


 xi ,max
ui  

ui

 xi ,mini
li  

li

If





if xi ,max  ui or f xmaxi  U i

(Eq. IV.17)

o/w





if xi ,mini  li or f xmini  Li

(Eq. IV.18)

o/w

li and ui are updated, the values of Li and U i will be done in the same

way. The

dsi are updated with the greatest difference of

xi ,r1  xi ,r 2 found

during the variation operators at the prior generation.

5.3 Differential Evolution (DE)
The basic steps of DE are given in form of pseudo code as follows,
Step I Initialization: This step is same to the one developed for GA in the

previous section as given in 4.3.
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Step II Updating: In this step all the chromosomes of the current generation
i , ge

from 1 to K are updated. Assume that we choose ith chromosome i.e. ck
from Eq. IV.19, where i  1, 2,...K & k  1, 2,...P while

ge represent the current

generation. Now our main task is to get the chromosome of the next
generation by the following steps.
a) Mutation: To carry out the mutation process, we select randomly three

different chromosomes from matrix S , 1  c1 , c2 , c3
where

ci  ck

 i, k  1,2,3 ci  i

K

 i  1,2,3 ,



d i , ge  c c1 , ge  F c c2 , ge  c c3 , ge



(Eq. IV.19)

where 0.5  F  1 .
b) Crossover: The crossover operation is performed on the below expression,

i , ge
k

o

where 0.5  CR  1 and

d ki , ge if rand ()  CR or k  krand 
  i,g

e
ck otherwise


(Eq. IV.20)

krand is chosen randomly.

c) Selection Operation: The next generation chromosome is generated by the

following expression,

c

i , ge 1







i , ge
i , ge

 error ci , ge
o if error o

i , ge

c otherwise







(Eq. IV.21)

where error  oi , ge  and error  c i , ge  are define in matrix S . This step will repeat
for all the chromosomes.
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Step 3 Stopping Criteria: The stopping criterion is based on the following

condition,
If error  ci , ge 1    or maximum number of iteration has reached, else go back
to step 2.

5.4 Simulation Results using CA Hybridized with DE
In the simulation, a Classical Dolph-Chebyshev linear array of 17 sensors
with  / 2 inter-sensor spacing is used as the test antenna. The array factor
in this case represents a -35 dB constant SLL with the nulls at specific angles.
Analytical techniques are used to find out the non-uniform weights for
Classical Dolph-Chebyshev array. In case of sensor failure, cultural algorithm
with differential evolution (CADE) is used for the reduction of sidelobes and
placement of nulls in the required positions.

Case a: At the first instant the

w7 sensor is assumed to fail. After sensor

failure the radiation pattern is destroyed, which results in an increase of the
SLL and displacement of null positions. In order to regain the symmetry, its
mirror sensor weight

w7 is forced to zero. We achieve the desired NDL and

FNDL as compared to that of non-symmetric case. The SLL rises to -32.32 dB
due to the

w7 sensor failure, while due to SSF of the w7 sensor, the SLL is -

26.53 dB. The advantage of SSF is deeper nulls, especially, the first null. The
SLL and FNDL for a damage array of single sensor failure and SSF are
shown in table IV-10. It is clear from Fig. IV- 21 that SSF maintains better
FNDL as compared to that of single sensor failure.
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Table IV-10: Comparison of FNDL and SLL of the damaged
pattern
Comparison of FNDL and SLL of damage pattern of 7th sensor and SSF
7th sensor failure

SSF

FNDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

FNDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-32.32

-29.45

-88.98

-26.53

After optimization by a CADE, the SLL of the

w7 sensor failure are reduced to

-32.99 dB while due to SSF, the SLL is reduced to -28.35 dB. The recovery of
one null due to 7th sensor failure and SSF to its original position 1  19.93 is
shown in Fig.IV-22 and Fig.IV-23. The comparison of recovered pattern with
7th sensor and SSF for one null imposed is given in table IV-11. The
recovered NDL of SSF is seven dB deeper than that of 7th sensor failure.
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Figure IV-21: The original Chebyshev array and the
sensor failure pattern.
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Figure IV-22: The original radiation pattern, the
recovery of one null.
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Figure IV-23: The original radiation pattern, the
of one null
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Table IV-11: Recovery of one null
Comparison of NDL and SLL of one sensor failure and SSF
Correction of 7th sensor failure

Correction of SSF

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-104.7

-32.99

-111.5

-28.35

Recovery of Nulls

1st null recovered.

Fig.IV-24 and Fig.IV-25 shows the recovery of two nulls at angles of

1  19.93 and 2  34.88 respectively for 7th sensor failure and SSF. The
SLL and NDL for the corresponding nulls is given in table IV-12. The NDL of
the SSF is deeper as compared to the 7th sensor failure.
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Figure IV-24: The original radiation pattern, the
and recovery of two nulls.
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Figure IV-25: The original radiation pattern, the
of two nulls
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Now we check the recovery of three nulls at the required positions. Fig.IV26 and Fig.IV-27 show the recovery of three nulls originally at angles of

1  19.93 , 2  34.88 and 3  45.44 for 7th sensor failure and SSF. The
SLL and NDL for the corresponding nulls are given in table IV-13. The NDL of
all nulls in SSF is deeper than that of 7th sensor failure.

Table IV-12: Recovery of two null

Comparison of NDL and SLL of 7th sensor failure and SSF
Correction of 7th sensor failure

Correction of SSF

Recovery of Nulls

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-95.3

-29.87

-115.1

-31.12

1st null recovered.

-93.65

-30.75

-101.4

27.07

2nd null recovered.
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Figure IV-26: The original radiation pattern, the
and recovery of three nulls.
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Figure IV-27: The original radiation pattern, the
of three nulls.
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Table IV-13: Recovery of three nulls
Comparison of NDL and SLL of 7th sensor failure and SSF
Correction of 7th sensor
failure
NDL (dB)
SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-111.6

-36.32

-118.5

-34.59

1st null recovered.

-97.57

-34.92

-105.6

-32.68

2nd null recovered.

-95.01

-28.1

-103.3

-24.19

3rd null recovered.

Correction of SSF

Recovery of Nulls

Now the recovery of five nulls for 7th sensor failure and SSF originally at
positions 19.93 , 34.88 , 45.44 , 62.02 , and 68.94 is carried out and shown
in Fig.IV-28 and Fig.IV-29. A comparison of SLL and NDL for the recovery of
five nulls is given in table IV-14. In each case SSF produces deeper nulls
compared to the 7th sensor failure.
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Figure IV-28: The original radiation pattern, the
and recovery of five nulls.
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Figure IV-29: The original radiation pattern, the
of five nulls.
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From simulation it is observed that we have received deeper null
depth in SSF scenarios as compared to 7th sensor failure discussed above.

Table IV-14: Recovery of five nulls

Comparison of NDL and SLL of 7th sensor failure and SSF
Correction of 7th sensor failure

Correction of SSF

Recovery of Nulls

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-112.7

-37.34

-120

-37.8

1st null recovered.

-98.16

-35.31

-108.4

-34.93

2nd null recovered.

-95.33

-24.9

-105.3

-22.91

3rd null recovered.

-94.6

-36.42

-102.5

-32.27

4th null recovered.

-97.39

-22.69

-99.68

-25.832

5th null recovered.

Case b: In this case, we discuss the failure of

w4 sensor. If the sensor w4 fails

due to any reason, the whole radiation pattern became damage. After
optimization, the SLL reduces and nulls are steered back to their original
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positions as shown in Fig.IV-30. Then to create symmetry we also force

w4

equal to zero, to achieve the required NDL. The advantage of symmetry
sensor failure is to get deeper NDL. The number of nulls achieved in 7th
symmetry sensor failure is six, and in case of 4th symmetry sensor failure the
number of nulls received are three. From the simulation results, it is clear that
the number of nulls reduces by one as the sensors gets damage near the
centre sensor. After optimization by CADE, the SLL reduces and nulls are
steered back to their previous positions at angles

1  34.89 , 2  54.31 and

3  68.9 as shown in Fig.IV-31. The null depth level for single and SEF is
given in table IV-15.
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Figure IV-30: The original radiation pattern, the
recovery of three nulls.
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Table IV-15: Recovery of three nulls.
Comparison of NDL and SLL of 4th sensor failure and SSF
Correction of 7th sensor failure

Correction of SSF

Recovery of Nulls

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-87.56

-22.1

-86.24

-22.64

1st null recovered.

-102.7

-23.7

-97.97

-19.65

2nd null recovered.

-88.81

-21.11

-94.01

-20.01

3rd null recovered.
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Figure IV-31: The original radiation pattern, the
of three nulls.
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Case c: In this section, we discuss the possibility of getting failure near the
centre sensor. If sensor

w1 fails due to any reasons. From Fig.IV-32 it is clear

that its SLL increases, nulls are damage and also looses null depth. To create
the symmetry, we also force its mirror sensor weight

w1 equal to zero. The

one advantage of symmetry sensor failure is to get the deeper NDL and on
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the other hand, due to

w1 SSF its beamwidth also decreases. In case of 7th

symmetry sensor failure, the nulls are six and in 4 th SSF the achievable nulls
are three but we received only one null in case of

w1 SSF as shown in Fig.33.

The NDL for single and SEF is given in table IV-16.
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Figure IV-32: The original radiation pattern, the
recovery of one null.
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Table IV-16: Recovery of one null.
Comparison of NDL and SLL of
Correction of

w1 sensor failure

w1 sensor failure and SSF

Correction of SSF

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

-113.3

-20.02

-115.1

-21.1

Recovery of Nulls

1st null recovered.
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Figure IV-33: The original radiation pattern, the
of one null
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Case d: The main beam can be steered at any desired angle .If the user
changes their position than the main beam can be steered in the desired
direction. Fig.IV-34 shows the corrected pattern with recovered nulls at main
beam pointing at  s  110 . The main beam can be steered in the direction of
the desired user at any particular angle. The array factor for 2M  1sensors in
terms of main beam direction s is given by

AF i  

Where
angles.

s

M

w

n  M

n



exp jnkd  cos i   cos  s  



(Eq. IV.22)

is the main beam direction to which it can be steered to the desired
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Figure IV-34: The corrected pattern with main beam pointing at 110
with recovered nulls.

Part III
This part is divided into two sections. In first section, a cuckoo search
algorithm (CSA) is presented based on SEF technique along with distance
adjustment between the array elements for the correction of faulty beams.
The proposed SEF technique along with distance adjustment

dn based on

CSA is used for the suppression of SLL and nulls in the direction of
interferers. The fitness function is used to minimize the error between the
desired and estimated pattern along with null constraints. Monte-Carlo
simulations are performed to confirm the performance of the proposed
technique. This technique gives better results in terms of sidelobes
suppression and NDL.
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In the second section, a nature inspired CSA is developed for the
correction of faulty patterns. This time the proposed technique has used a
new fitness function for the suppression of SSL and nulls in the direction
interferers.

6. Data Model
In this section, we have developed a data model for 2M  1number of
elements with adjustable distance d between the array elements as shown in
n

Fig.IV-35. The array factor for SEF along with distance adjustment d is given
n

by the following expression,

AF i  

M

w

n  M
n  m

n

exp  jnkd n cos i  

(Eq. IV.23)
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Figure IV-35: Non-uniform amplitude of symmetric element failure along with
distance adjustment

7. Cuckoo Search Algorithm for Suppression of SLL
The cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) is based on the following three
assumptions. Each cuckoo lays one egg at a time, and places its egg
randomly in the chosen nest while in second rule the best nests with high
quality of eggs will carry over to the next generations. The third rule depends
that the number of available host nests is fixed, and the egg laid by a cuckoo
is discovered by the host bird with probability pa   0,1 . In this case, the host
bird can either throw the egg away or abandon the nest, and build a
completely new nest. For simplicity, this last assumption can be approximated
by fraction

pa of the n nests are replaced by new nests. Based on three

assumptions, the basic steps of CSA can be summarized in pseudo code 1.
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Cuckoo search Algorithm via Levy flights
Start



Fitness function f (w), w  w , w ,...w
1
2
d
Generate the initial population of



T

n host nests randomly wi  i  1, 2,...n 

 

while t  max imum no. generation or stopping criterion



Get a cuckoo randomly by Levy flights
Calculate its fitness f i
Select randomly among nest n say

 say j 

If  F  F 
j
 i
replace j by new solution
end
A fraction p of worse nests are abandoned and new ones are built

a

Keep the best solutions (or nest with high fitness function)
Rank the solutions and find the current best
end while
Post process results and visualization
End

Pseudo Code IV-1: Pseudo-code of cuckoo search algorithm
When generating new solutions w(t 1) for a cuckoo i a levy flight is performed,

wit 1  wit    Levy   
The distance

(Eq. IV.24)

d n between the array elements is updated by the following

expression,

dit 1  dit    Levy   

(Eq. IV.25)

where  product represents the entry-wise multiplications (Hadamard). Levy
distribution for large steps applied a power law,

Levy     t  

1    3

We may define the fitness function Fi as follows,

(Eq. IV.26)
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P

Fi    AFCSA i   AFd i    w H G
2

2

(Eq. IV.27)

i 1

w H v i   0,
where

i  1, 2,....Po

(Eq. IV.28)

w is the weight vector and v i  is the steering vector, which is define,

 

G   v 1  , v 2  ,..., v  Po 



Table IV-17:

(Eq. IV.29)

Parameters used for CSA
Cuckoo search algorithm

Hence

Parameters

Settings

Population size
No of generation
Step size
Discovery rate

80
250
1
0.25

Fi is the fitness function which is to be minimized. Best chromosome

shall give the minimal value of

Fi . The first term in Eq. IV.27 is used for the

suppression of SLL, where AFd i  represents the desired pattern and

AFCSA  i  is the pattern obtained by using CSA. The second term in Eq. IV.27
is used for placement of nulls at their original positions after element failure.
We have used the MATLAB as programming tool. The parameters used for
cuckoo search algorithm is given in table IV-17.

8. Simulation Results Using CSA
In this section, various simulations are performed to check the
performance of the proposed technique. Let us consider a Dolph-Chebyshev
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(DC) array of 21 elements with 0.5

inter-element spacing between the

elements is used as the test antenna. The array factor in this case represents
a -30 dB constant sidelobes level. Analytical techniques are used to find out
the non-uniform amplitude for DC array. In this case, the w element in the
8

array antenna is assumed to be fail as shown in Fig.IV-35. After element
failure the power pattern is damaged, which results in increase of the SLL,
damaging of nulls depth level and positions as shown in Fig.IV-36. To achieve
the required pattern, SEF along with distance adjustment using cuckoo search
algorithm is proposed to suppress the SLL and placing of nulls in the direction
of jammers. SEF technique along with distance adjustment provides better
result in term of sidelobe levels and null depth level. The increase in sidelobe
level and null position back to their original position is still a problem, for which
we shall use the nature inspired evolutionary technique CSA along with null
constraint. The cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) is used to optimize the
weights of the remaining active elements and find the distance between the
array elements to reduce SLL and places nulls in the direction of known
interferers.
In order to recover the symmetry, the

w8 symmetrical element weight is

enforced to zero. We get the required NDL and deeper FNDL. The SLL due to

w8 symmetrical element failure rises to -25.34 dB. After optimization by
cuckoo search algorithm (CSA), the SLL of the SEF is reduced to -27.93 dB
and one null is recovered at their original position 1  18 as shown in Fig.IV37. If two jammers are coming from different directions, our target is to place
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Figure IV-36: The initial 30-dB Chebyshev array, 8th element failure
and the

(w8 , w8 ) SEF.
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Figure IV-37: Radiation patterns for original, the
one null recovered.
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the null in the direction of jammer and main beam in the desired direction. By
using the proposed method, with the suppression of SLL we can steer the
nulls in the directions of jammers at an angel of 1  18 and  2  31.43 as
depicted in Fig.IV-38. The recovered SLL and NDL for one and two null
imposed is given in table IV-18. The SEF along with distance adjustment
provide better result in terms of SLL and NDL.
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Figure IV-38: Radiation patterns for original, the
null recovered.
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The same scenario is repeated for three jammers. By applying the
proposed method we can steer the three nulls in the direction of jammer at an
angel of 1  18 ,  2  31.43 and 3  40.92 as shown in Fig.IV-39. The required
SLL and NDL are achieved by using the proposed method as given in table
IV-18.
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Figure IV-39: Radiation patterns for original, the
three null recovered.
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Now if four jammers are coming from different directions, then we can
place the nulls at angles of 1  18 ,  2  31.43 , 3  40.94 and  4  49.94 for
SEF. The SLL and NDL for the consequent nulls are given in table IV-18. The
four nulls are recovered at their original positions are shown in Fig.IV-40.
Now we suppose that five jammers are coming from different directions at an
angle of 18 , 31.43 ,

40.94

,

48.83

and

55.85

. The aim is to suppress the SLL and

places the null at the desired directions in failed array. By using the proposed
fitness function, the nulls are placed in the direction of jammers. The SLL and
NDL for five jammers are depicted in Fig.IV-41.
If the number of jammers increases then we can place more nulls in the
direction of jammers. The recovery of six nulls for SEF originally at positions
18

, 31.43 , 40.94 ,

48.83

, 55.85 and 68.19 is placed as shown in Fig.IV-42. The SLL
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Figure IV-40: Radiation patterns for original, (w8 , w8 ) SEF and four null
recovered.
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Figure IV-41: Radiation patterns for original, the
null recovered.
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Table IV-18: Comparison of SLL and NDL of faulty and
corrected pattern
SLL and NDL of Faulty and Corrected Pattern
Faulty pattern SLL and NDL

Corrected pattern SLL and NDL

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

-25.2

-107.3

-28.5

-118

-30.24

-44.2

-32.38

-120

-28.35

-34.5

-28.1

-115.9

-25.8

-108.5

-35.17

-120

-22.5

-98.2

-33.32

-118.4

-21.6

-94.6

-27.16

-108.3

-25.3

-31.69

-38.3

-120

-24.4

-31.69

-35.51

-120

-24.3

-31.69

-35.22

-112.4

-25.6

-30.56

-27.2

-120

-25.84

-108.8

-41.39

-120

-22.45

-98.96

-40.54

-120

-20.97

-94.41

-39.82

-116.2

-20.96

-107

-35.14

-120

-22.55

-98.5

-26.93

-103.7

-30.24

-44.2

-44.53

-120

-28.35

-34.5

-43.62

-120

-25.3

-31.69

-42.54

-120

-24.4

-31.69

-40.83

-120

-24.3

-31.69

-35.71

-108.9

-25.6

-30.56

-27.63

-102.5

Recovery of Nulls
One null recovery
Two null recovery.
Three null recovery

Four null recovery.

Five null recovery

Six null recovery

and null depth level of the six null recovered are shown in table IV-18. The
symmetrical element failyre along with distance adjustment provide better
result in terms of sidelobes level and NDL. From different simulation result it is
observed that we have received deeper first null in SEF scenarios. The
proposed technique recovers the desired pattern as close to that of the
original one.
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Figure IV-42: Radiation patterns for original, the
null recovered.
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9. Correction of Faulty Beams Using CSA
In this section, CSA is used for the correction of faulty beams. This time
the proposed technique has used the new fitness function for the recovery of
desired pattern in failed array antenna. The proposed technique is based on
memetic computation, in which the global optimizer CSA is used for the
suppression of SLL and null placement. Monte-Carlo simulations are
performed to validate the performance of the proposed technique.

10. Data Model
In this section, we have considered a linear array of N  2M elements,
positioned along x-axis symmetrically as shown in Fig.IV-43. The power

180
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pattern for these working elements having non- uniform weights can be
written according to Wolf (1937) as

AF i   w H s i 

(Eq. IV.30)

where w   w M , w M 1 , w M  2 ,..., w1 , w1 ,..., wM  2 , wM 1 , wM  is the weight vector
T

and s  i  is the steering vector given by


s i   exp


 2M  1 
j
 kd sin i , ,exp
 2 


1
1
 2M  1 
j   kd sin i ,exp j   kd sin i , ,exp j 
 kd sin i 
2
 2
 2 


(Eq. IV.31)
The array factor for N  2M number of elements can be written as
N
 2n  1 

AF i    wn cos 
 kd sin i 
n 1
 2 


where

(Eq. IV.32)

wn are the complex weights of the nth antenna element, selected to

steer a desired array pattern whereas n  1, 2,..., N .The d is the distance
between the elements and i is the angle. k  2 /  is the wave number and

 is the wavelength. Now if any mth element failed in the array, radiation
pattern disturbs in terms of SLL and diminishing of nulls, then the output of the
beamformer for the non-healthy setup will be given as follows,

T
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Figure IV-43: Non-uniform weights of 2M number of elements with w
3
failure.

N
 2n  1 

AF i    wn cos 
 kd sin i 
n 1
 2 


(Eq. IV.33)

nm

The power pattern for 3rd sensor damage is given by,
N
 2n  1 

AF i    wn cos 
 kd sin i 
n 1
 2 


(Eq. IV.34)

n 3

In this section, we considered that the 3rd sensor is failed in the array as
shown in Fig.IV-43. Due to single element failure from Fig.IV-44 it is clear that
the power pattern disturbs in terms of SLL and null are damaged. Our main
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Figure IV-44: The original Dolph Chebyshev pattern and the 3rd
element faulty pattern.

task is to restore the damage pattern in terms of SLL, and null steering in the
direction of interferers.
In this section, we have developed the cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) for
the correction of faulty elements in failed array antenna. In this case, as we
had assumed the failure of 3rd element, the whole radiation pattern is
disturbed. Its SLL raise high and nulls are displaced from their original
positions as given in Fig.IV-44. The CSA is used to restore the weights of the
remaining active elements to reduce SLL and places nulls in the direction of
known interferers. When generating new solutions w(t 1) for a cuckoo i, a levy
flight is performed,

wit 1   .wit  1     i , j  Levy   

(Eq. IV.35)
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where the value of 0    1 and 1    1 is the step size which is estimated
by GA while the product  represents the entry-wise multiplications. Levy
distribution for large steps applied a power law,

Levy     t  

1    3

(Eq. IV.36)

The Levy flight provides a random walk and the random step length is from a
Levy distribution which has an infinite variance. The parameters used for CSA
in given in table IV-17.
For a uniformed array, to put a null at a particular angle i , we want,

AF i   w H s i   0

(Eq. IV.37)

where w is the weight vector and s(i ) is the steering vector. The null
constraint is given as

w H s i   0,

i  1, 2,....M 0

(Eq. IV.38)

Accordingly we may define the fitness function as follows.
P

2

fitness     AFd i   AFCSA i      AFd  k 
i 1

2

(Eq. IV.39)

k

The fitness function of Eq.IV.39 is to be minimized. The finest result of the
fitness function will give the minimum cost of the fitness. The first value in
Eq.IV.39 is used for SLL decrease and  is the weighting factor to adjust the
SLL of the corrected pattern, where AFd i  the preferred pattern and AFCSA  i 
is obtained by using CSA. The second value in Eq.IV.39 is used for controlling
the null positions and  is the factor for controlling the NDL.
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11. Simulation and Results Using CSA
Let us consider a Chebyshev array of 30 sensors with 0.5 

element

spacing between the sensors is used as the test antenna. The power pattern
represents a -35 dB SSL with the nulls at the given angles. In case of sensor
damage, the CSA is used to optimize the weights of the active elements in
failed array antenna for the reduction of sidelobes and nulls in the direction of
interferers.
Case a: We assumed that the 3rd element in the array fails. After element
failure the whole pattern becomes destroyed in terms of SLL and null
positions. In order to recover the required pattern, we use CSA to optimize the
remaining weights of the array. By applying CSA, we achieve the desired SLL
and null placement in the direction of interferers. Due to 3 rd element failure the
SLL rises to -30.82 dB and nulls are damaged as shown in Fig.IV-44. After
optimization by the CSA, the weights of the remaining elements are optimized
and the SLL are reduced to -35.93 dB as depicted in Fig.IV-45.
By applying the CSA, the weights of the active elements are optimized
which results in reduced SLL. The optimized SLL are given in table IV-19.

TableIV-19: Recovery of the required pattern.
Before and after correction the SLL and NDL
Before Correction

After Correction

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

-31.2

-55.03

-35.93

-66.89

Nulls Recovery

Recovered pattern.
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Figure IV-45: The original Dolph Chebyshev, 3rd element faulty and
corrected pattern.
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Figure IV-46: The original Dolph-Chebyshev, the 3rd element failure
and one null recovered pattern.
If the interferer is coming from an angle of   70 , then we will place
null at an angle of   70 as shown in Fig.IV-46. After optimization by CSA
the SLL and NDL of one null are given in table IV-20.
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Table IV-20: Recovery of one null
Before and after correction the SLL and NDL
Before Correction

After Correction

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

-31.6

-55.25

-40.72

-118.3

Nulls Recovery

One null recovered

Now if two interferers are coming from the prescribed direction, then we
need to place two nulls in the required directions. The two nulls are recovered
at angles of 1  45 and  2  150 for the 3th element failure in array antenna as
shown in Fig.IV-47. The sidelobe and NDL for the two nulls are given in table
IV-21.
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Figure IV-47: The original Dolph-Chebyshev, the 3rd element failure
and two null recovered patterns ( 1  45 and  2  150 )
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Table IV-21: Recovery of two nulls

Before and after correction the SLL and NDL
Before Correction

After Correction

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

-31.6
-31.3

-53.4
-53.55

-34.7
-34.1

-89.7
-93.91

Nulls Recovery

One null recovered
Second null recovered

Now if the interferers change their location, the nulls will be placed in the
direction of interferers. In this case, two nulls are placed at angles of

1  30

and  2  70 as shown in Fig.IV-48.
Now we check the recovery of two nulls at angles of

1  70 and  2  150

for the 3rd element failure in array antenna is given in Fig.IV-49.
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Figure IV-48: The original Dolph-Chebyshev, the 3rd element failure
and two null recovered patterns ( 1  30 and  2  70 ).
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Figure IV-49: The original Dolph-Chebyshev, the 3rd element failure
and two null recovered patterns ( 1  70 and  2  150 ).
Now if three interferers are coming from three different directions, we
place three nulls in direction of interferers. The recovery of three nulls at
angles of

1  45 ,  2  70 and 3  120 are shown in Fig.IV-50. The SLL and

NDL for failed and recovered pattern of three nulls are given in table IV-22.
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Figure IV-50: The Chebyshev, the 3rd element failure and three null
recovered patterns ( 1  45 ,  2  70 3  120 ).
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Table IV-22: Recovery of three nulls
Before and after correction the SLL and NDL
Before Correction

After Correction

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

SLL (dB)

NDL (dB)

-30.1
-31.3
-31.5

-53.4
-57.2
-56

-34.50
-34.2
-34.7

-100
-118.2
-98.3

Nulls Recovery

One null recovered.
Second null recovered.
Third null recovered.
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Figure IV-51: The original Dolph-Chebyshev, the 3rd element failure
and three null recovered patterns.

If the three jammers change their location, then in this case the
three nulls are placed in the direction of interferers at angles of

1  25 ,

 2  45 and 3  70 are shown in Fig.IV-51. As the jammer changes their
location, the null direction will be change in the direction of interferers.
The null broadening is very important in adaptive beamforming in failed
array antenna. In this case we discuss the null broadening in failed antenna
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array. The broad nulls are required when the direction of interferers changes
slightly. In this work, the broad nulls are placed at angles of   125 with
  5 is obtained by adjusting the weights of the active elements along with

null constraint as shown in Fig.IV-52.
Case b: The main beam direction can be steered in the required position
when user changes their position. Fig.IV-53 shows the main beam direction
at an angle of  s  125 with the nulls at the specific angle. The array factor for
the main beam directed in the direction

s

can be written by the following

expression as,
N
 2n  1 

AF i    wn cos 
 kd  sin i  sin  s 
n 1
 2 


(Eq. IV.40)
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Figure IV-52: The original Dolph-Chebyshev, the 3rd element failure
and null broadening pattern.
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Figure IV-53: The original Dolph-Chebyshev, the 3rd element faulty
and main beam pointing at 125 .

Part IV
In this section, a simple method has been presented for the
reconstruction of faulty beams. The method recovers the failed element
signal from its symmetrical element by taking the conjugate. Monte Carlo
simulations are carried out using the proposed method to check its validity
and effectiveness.

12. Data Model
In this section, we considered a linear array of P elements in which all the
elements are placed symmetrically along the z-axis as shown in Fig.IV-54.
The total number of elements is P  2 N . The signal received by the nth
element is given by.
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xn  Ai exp  jnkd sin i 

(Eq. IV.41)

where Ai is the amplitude of the ith wave whereas n  1, 2,...  N . The
spacing between the adjacent elements is d , while  is the angle from
broadside. k  2 /  is the wave number with  as wavelength. For an
arbitrary linear array, the array factor can be given by,

AF i   w H s i 

(Eq. IV.42)

where w   w N , w N 1 , w N  2 ,...w1 , w1 ,...wN  2 , wN 1 , wN  is the weight vector and
T

s(i ) is the steering vector given by

s(i )  exp


 2N  1 
j
 kd sin i , ,exp
 2 


1
1
 2N 1 
j   kd sin i ,exp j   kd sin i , ,exp j 
 kd sin i 
2
2
 2 


(Eq. IV.43)
The output of each element is multiplied by the weights to form the array
output signal, we can write the normalized array factor for even number of
elements as
N
 2n  1 

AF i    wn cos 
 kd sin i 
n 1
 2 


where

(Eq. IV.44)

wn are the complex weights of the antenna, selected to steer a desired

array pattern and

xn is the signal received at the nth element. Now if any

mth element failed in the array, radiation pattern disturbs in terms of sidelobe
level and diminishing of nulls, then the output of the beamformer for the nonhealthy setup will be
N
 2n  1 

AF i    wn cos 
 kd sin i 
n 1
 2 

nm

(Eq. IV.45)

T
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Various techniques are available in literature to correct the faulty antenna
pattern; however, our proposed technique is simple and fast to achieve the
required pattern as close to the original one which is show in simulation result.

13. Recovery of Failed Element Signal Using Linear
Symmetrical Array Antenna
In this section, we develop a simple algorithm for the reconstruction of the
failed element signal from its symmetrical element. So if any nth element fails
(zero output) in the array, then we can recover the nth failed element signal
from its symmetrical element

 n 

by its conjugate. From Fig.IV-54 it is

shown that when nth element failed, the switch will be on and the connection
will recover the nth failed element signal from the symmetrical element by
taking its conjugate. Similarly for any failed element the switch is on, and will
recover the failed element signal from its symmetrical element by taking its
conjugate.
The received signal

xn by the nth element is given by the following

equation

xn  Ai exp  jnkd sin i 

(Eq. IV.46)

Now if the nth element fails  xn  0  , we can reconstruct the failed nth
element signal from the symmetrical element

x n by taking its conjugate.

xn   x n 



(Eq. IV.47)

xn   Ai exp   jnkd sin i  



(Eq. IV.48)
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Figure IV-54: The structure of symmetrical linear array antenna

14. Simulation and Results
In the simulation, we consider a Classical Dolph-Chebyshev and Taylor
linear array of 30 elements with  / 2 inter-element spacing is used as the
test antenna. The array factor in this case represents a -40 dB constant SLL
with the nulls at particular angles. Analytical techniques are used to find out
the non-uniform weights for Classical Dolph-Chebyshev and Taylor pattern
array. The simulation results show the performance of the proposed technique
in the presence of element failure. In case of element failure, the failed
element signal is reconstructed from the symmetrical element by taking its
conjugate.
Case I: At the first instant, we consider a Classical Dolph-Chebyshev array,
and we assumed that element number four becomes failed, due o single
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element failure, the pattern of the array becomes disturbed, its SLL raise high
and nulls are damaged. After applying the proposed approach, we received
the same pattern as that of the original one. In Fig.IV-55, the solid line is the
original array with weight set to -40 dB Chebyshev pattern. The dash line is
the array with fourth element assumed to be failed. After using the proposed
technique, the dotted line is the corrected pattern. With the proposed
technique, we achieve the required pattern as that of original one.
Now we assume that the 3rd and 4th elements become damaged in the
array. In Fig.IV-56, the solid line indicates the original pattern, the dashed line
represent third and fourth element failure in the array. From Fig.IV-56 it is
clear that as the number of faulty elements increase, its SLL increases and
nulls are damaged. After using the proposed method, the dotted line is
obtained which is the corrected pattern.
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Figure IV-55: The original pattern, the 4th element faulty and corrected
pattern.
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Figure IV-56: The original pattern, the fourth and sixth elements
failure and corrected pattern.
Fig.IV-57 shows the array pattern of 30 elements with -40 dB SLL, the
solid line represent the original pattern. The dashed line indicates the same
array with one, three and ten elements failed. After using the correction
scheme, the dotted line is obtained, which represents the corrected pattern
and is nearly equal to the original one. After using the proposed method, the
corrected pattern nearly overlaps the original pattern in any desired direction.
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Figure IV-57: The original pattern, the one, three and ten elements
failure and corrected pattern.
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Again we consider the same array of 30 elements, but this time, the failure
of elements is assumed on the left of the array center. In this we assumed to
fail

w1 , w3 and w10 elements. The failures of w1 , w3 and w10 mean that the

element one, three and ten are fail on the left of the array. Fig.IV-58 shows
the original, damage and corrected pattern for the one, three and ten
elements. The failure of one, three and ten elements on the right of the array
centre gives the same pattern as that of the failure of one, three and ten to the
left of the array centre. The solid line indicates the original array pattern,
dashed line is the damage pattern and the dotted line is the corrected pattern.
The symmetrical linear array has the advantage, that for both types of failures
we received the same pattern, due to which the computational complexity is
reduced to half.
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Figure IV-58: The original pattern, w1 , w3 and
corrected pattern.
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Case II: In this case we assumed that second and third elements in the array
becomes fail and the desired user changes their position, then the main beam
can be steered in the desired direction. Fig.IV-59 shows the main beam
pointing at  s  115 . The main beam can be directed at any angle in the
desired direction. The normalized array factor for 2N number of elements in
terms of main beam direction s is given by
N
 2 n  1 

AF i    wn cos 
 kd  sin i  sin  s  
n 1
 2 


(Eq. IV.49)

Case III: In this case, if element failures occurred on the left as well as on the
right of the array center. Now we assumed that elements w8 , w2 , w4 and w6
are failed, and then we received the damage pattern as shown in Fig.IV-60.
The solid line indicates the original array obtained by Chebyshev pattern. The
dashed line is the damaged pattern with element failure at positions

w8 , w2 , w4 and w6 . From Fig.IV-60 it is clear that without using the proposed
technique, one cannot recover the desired pattern. The recovery of sidelobe
level for this case is impossible. The desired communication becomes a
dream with such type of failure in the array antenna. The only possibility of
recovery of the desired sidelobes level is to recover the failed elements
signals from its symmetrical elements by taking conjugate.
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Figure IV-59: The failure of w2 and w9 while the main beam pointing at
an angle of 115 .
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Figure IV-60: The original pattern, and w8 , w2 , w4 and w6 elements
failure pattern.
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Case IV: In this case, a Taylor linear array of 30 elements with a SLL of -40
dB with n  6 is considered. Analytical techniques are used to find out the
non-uniform weights for Taylor array. Fig.IV-61 shows the result of the
proposed method from the data received from an array of 30 elements. In
Fig.IV-61, the solid line represents the original pattern with the array weights
set to -40 dB Taylor taper with n  6 . The dash line is the same array with 4 th
element fails. Due to 4th element failure, the SLL increase and nulls are
damaged and displaced from their original position. Our objective is to reduce
the SLL and placed the nulls at their original positions. After applying the
proposed technique, the dotted line is obtained which shows the required
pattern as that of original one.
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Figure IV-61: The original pattern, the fourth element faulty and
corrected pattern.
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In this case, the failure in the array antenna occurs at the 3 rd and 4th
position. Due to elements failure, the whole radiation pattern disturb in terms
of SLL and null depth, and for the recovery of the required signal we proposed
a method in which the 3rd and 4th elements signals are recovered from its
symmetrical counterpart by taking its conjugate. In Fig.IV-62, the solid line
indicates the original pattern, the dashed line represent third and fourth
element failure in the array. From Fig.IV-62 it is clear that as the number of
faulty elements increase, its SLL increases and nulls are damaged. After
using the proposed method, the dotted line is the corrected pattern.
Fig.IV-63 shows the array pattern of 30 elements with -40 dB SLL, the solid
line represent the original pattern. The dashed line indicates the same array
with one, three and ten elements failed. After using the propose method, the
dotted line is obtained, which is the required pattern which nearly overlaps the
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Figure IV-62: The original pattern, the third and sixth elements failure
and corrected pattern.
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original pattern in any desired direction. Again we consider the same case,
but this time, the failure of elements is assumed on the left of the array center.
In this case, we assumed to fails w1 , w3 and w10 elements. The failures of

w1 , w3 and w10 means that elements one, three and ten are fail on the left of
the array. Fig.IV-64 shows the original, damage and corrected pattern for the
one, three and ten elements. The failure of one, three and ten elements on
the right of the array centre gives the same pattern as that of the failure of
one, three and ten to the left of the array centre. The solid line indicates the
original array pattern, dashed line is the damage pattern and the dotted line is
the corrected pattern. The symmetrical linear array has the advantage, that for
both types of failures we received the same pattern, due to which the
computational complexity is reduced to half.
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Figure IV-63: The original pattern, w1 , w3 and w10 elements failure and
corrected pattern.
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In this case we assumed that the second and the third elements in the
array have failed and the desired user changes their position, then the main
beam can be steered in the desired direction. Fig.IV-65 shows the main beam
pointing at  s  115 . The main beam can be directed at any angle in the
desired direction.
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Figure IV-64: The original pattern, w1 , w3 and w10 elements failure and
corrected pattern.
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Figure IV-65: The original, the 2nd and the 9th element failure and the
corrected pattern.
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15. CONCLUSION
This chapter was divided into four parts. In first part, we have developed
SEF based on GA-PS along with NC for the reduction of SLL and null
placement at the required positions. The null depth of all nulls, especially the
first one, has been achieved with the help of SEF technique, but the
suppression of SLL and positioning of nulls is recovered by GA-PS algorithm.
The simulation result shows that as the faulty element gets near the centre
element, the number of nulls reduces. Using the approach of SEF, with the
reduction of SLL, we can steer multiple nulls in the direction of known
interferences.
In the second part, CADE was developed for the suppression of SLL and
nulls in the direction of interferers based on SEF. Null placement and sidelobe
suppression has been achieved by hybridizing CA with DE and using a proper
fitness function demanding the sidelobe suppression and null constraints.
In third part, we have developed a CSA based on SEF technique along
with distance adjustment between the array elements for the correction of
faulty beams. The CSA is also used for single failure correction pattern by
using a new fitness function for SLL reduction and null placement.
In part four, we have used a linear symmetrical array for failure correction
where the failed elements signal is reconstructed from the symmetrical
element in the array by taking the conjugate. If the elements failed near the
centre of the array, the desired communication becomes a dream and we are
not able to recover the desired pattern by any optimization technique. But by
using the proposed method, we can recover the original pattern.
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CHAPTER V
DETECTION OF FAULTY SENSORS USING HEURISTIC
COMPUTATION TECHNIQUE

Equation Chapter 5 Section 1
1. Introduction
In this chapter, the nature inspired evolutionary computation techniques
are applied for the detection of faulty elements in an antenna array. The
possibility of fault may be due to manufacture defects or due to thundering
etc. element could be completely or partially defective. The meta-heuristic
computation techniques i.e. FA, CADE, HSFA, and CSA have been
developed for fault finding in antenna array.
The chapter has four main parts. In the first part, we have developed FA
for the detection of faulty elements. In the second part, we have developed
efficient method using symmetrical structure of linear array and CADE
algorithm for the detection of faulty arrays. In part three, we have hybridized
HS algorithm with FA for the diagnosis of faulty elements. In the fourth part,
we have developed nature inspired CSA for the diagnosis of faulty arrays in
linear array. For this we have used the fitness function which defines an error
between the degraded far-field power pattern and the estimated one. The
material presented in this chapter is taken from the publications [91-94].

2. Data Model
Consider a linear array of N elements equally spaced, non-uniform
weights with progressive phase excitation given by the array factor,
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 2n  1 
AF i    wn cos  kd cos i 
 
 2 
n 1



where

(Eq. V.1)

wn is the weight vector of the nth element, k is the wave number and 

wm is failed in the array, by

is the progressive phase shift. Now suppose that
putting their weight

wm equal to zero in equation Eq. V.1. The damage array

factor can be expressed as
N


 2n  1 
AFm i    wn cos kd cos i 
 
 2 
n 1



(Eq. V.2)

nm

The far-field pattern of the damaged element can be calculated in dB by the
following expression as:

 N



 2n  1 

Pd i   10.log10  wn cos  kd cos i 
 
 n 1
 2 


 nm



2

(Eq. V.3)

The defected array pattern can be obtained from equation Eq. V.1 by making
the weight equal to zero to represent a complete faulty element. The partial
faulty element (50%) is equivalent to assuming that their relative weight
equals half of the original weight.
The cost function in equation Eq. V.4 is minimized using FA and to find
the weights which generate the radiation pattern that is close to the measured
one.
K

I    Pd  k   Po  k  
k 1

2

(Eq. V.4)
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where K is the number of samples used in the comparisons, Pd  k  is the
desired degraded array pattern and Po  k  is the pattern obtained from FA in

K directions. This cost function compares the measured radiation pattern
with the given arrangement of failed elements and the minimal of this cost
function will give the location of complete, as well as partially faulty element.

Part I

3. Detection of Faulty Sensors Using FA
In this section, we have used FA for the detection of faulty elements in
array antenna. The parameters used in FA for the detection of faulty elements
are given in table V-1.The basic steps of the FA are given below,
Step 1 Initialization: Generate K number of chromosomes randomly where

each chromosome consist of genes. The number of fireflies in the population
space is K. The positions of all the chromosomes can be denoted as,

Table V-1: Parameters used for FA
Sr
.

Parameter name

Settings

1

Initial light intensity

0

2

Initial attractiveness

1

3

The light absorption

1

4

Randomization parameter

0.2
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 w1,1 , w1,2 ,

w2,1 , w2,2 ,
C  

 wK ,1 , wK ,2 ,



w2,Q 


wK ,Q 

w1,Q

(Eq. V.5)

To initialize the location of K fireflies in N-dimensional search space, which
are randomly selected in the search boundary by the equation Eq. V.6





wnt  wLt  wHt  wLt  rand ( )
t

(Eq. V.6)

t

where n=1, 2, 3…K and t=1, 2, 3…N. wL and wH represents the lower and
upper values of the t-th variable in the population respectively and rand ( ) is a
uniform random variable with values ranging from 0 to 1.
Step 2 Fitness function: Calculate the fitness for each firefly position in the

population and sort the population from brightest to lightest. The brightness of
each firefly is calculated at current generation by the fitness function at their
current location. The brightest or light intensity is inversely proportional to cost
function of individual firefly for minimization problem.
Step 3 Update the location of fireflies: The location of each firefly in the

population depending on the attractiveness, and each firefly in the population
will move toward the adjacent firefly with more light intensity and its position is
updated for the next generation. The firefly i with less intensity) will move
toward the other fireflies j that are brighter. There are two important issues in
the FA, the deviation of brightness or light intensity and formation of the
attractiveness. The attractiveness of a firefly is calculated by its brightness or
light intensity which is directly associated with the cost function. The
brightness of the nth firefly

Bn is given by the equation,
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Bn  f fitness  wn 

(Eq. V.7)

The attractiveness between the i -th and j -th firefly is given by

ij   exp   rij2 

(Eq. V.8)

where  is a constant whose value may be 1,  is dynamic range of search
space and rij is a distance between

wi and w j given as,

rij  w j  wi 

The

position

of

firefly

is

w

updated

N

t
j

n 1

in

 wit



2

each

(Eq. V.9)

iterative

step.

If

the

intensity/brightness of j -th firefly is greater than the brightness of the i -th
firefly, then the i -th firefly moves towards the j -th firefly. The motion of the
fireflies is denoted by the following equation
w n  w n  ij  w j  w i    ε n

(Eq. V.10)

where  is a constant whose value depends on the dynamic range of the
solution space.
Step 4 Ranking and computation of global best: On the basis of their

brightness, the fireflies are ranked in the current generation and the
brightness of each firefly is compared with all other fireflies and the location of
the brightest firefly in the population is taken as current global best, and in this
way, for the brightest firefly we received a best fitness value in the current
generation.
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Step 5 Termination of program: When fitness function achieves a certain

prescribed value, or when maximum number of cycles (NOC) is reached, the
program terminates and stores the best value, otherwise it goes back to step
2 to 4. The location of the best firefly gives the optimum solution and the
corresponding brightness of firefly gives the optimum fitness value of the
fitness function.

4. Simulation and Results Using FA
In this section, the accuracy of FA is discussed for the diagnosis of faulty
elements in array antenna. Let us consider a Classical Dolph-Chebyshev
linear array of 34 elements with  inter-element spacing is used as the test
2

antenna. The linear array design is a -30 dB constant SLL. Analytical
techniques are used to find out the non-uniform weights for the healthy
Classical Dolph-Chebyshev array.
The healthy Chebyshev array pattern for 34 elements is shown in Fig.V-1
while its normalized weight distribution is depicted in Fig.V-2. The complete,
as well as, partial faults were created by making the original Chebyshev
weights either equal to zero or some fraction of the original weight,
respectively. The cost function in equation Eq. V.4 is minimized using FA with
respect to the weights of the element. Various combinations of faults are
discussed i.e. single fault, more than one single fault and combination of
partial as well as complete fault are tested.
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Figure V-1: The original -30 dB Chebyshev array of 34 elements.
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Figure V-2: The original Chebyshev array weight distribution of 34 elements.
At first instant we have consider that the 5th element failed (100%) and the
10th element (25%). The normalized weight distributions of the healthy and
faulty elements (5th and 10th) are illustrated in Fig.V-3. Now we run FA to
obtain the weights of the elements or to locate the faulty element position as
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Figure V-3: Performance of FA with fault, 5th (100%) and 10th (25%) element.

well as the grade of failure. Fig.V-3 shows the comparison of the weights of
the damaged pattern and the weights obtained by FA. From this comparison
one can clearly observe the defective element position, as well as, the grade
of failure of damaged elements. The weights obtained by FA for (5 th and 10th)
damaged elements, which shows the location of defective elements are given
in table V-2.
The proposed algorithm is tested for different types of faults. We assumed
that the elements located at 6th (100%) and 15th (50%) positions are failed.
Now to detect the positions of faulty elements, the FA is run to detect the
positions of the faulty elements. Fig.V-4 shows the comparison of the weights
of the damaged pattern with the weights obtained by the FA is given in table
V-2. This comparison, clearly indicate the position as well as the grade of
faulty elements.
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Figure V-4: Performance of FA with fault at 6th and 15th (50%) element.

Now the proposed algorithm is tested for the fault located at 6 th (100%),
15th (50%) and 21th (100%). In this case, the algorithm also able to locate the
complete, as well as, partial faults successfully. Fig.V-5 shows the
comparison of the damaged pattern and the weights obtained by FA, which
clearly marks the position of faulty element. The weights obtained by FA,
which indicates the positions of faulty elements are given in table V-2 and
shows the weights obtained by FA for different cases. Comparison of the
weights obtained by FA with that of the damage array show the positions and
grade of failure of the defective elements. The FA is not only successful in
detecting the existence of faults in the radiation pattern but it also finds the
grade of failure of defective elements. The simulation results obtained show
the efficiency of the FA in monitoring the faulty elements.
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Table V-2: Original Chebyshev weights and the weights detected
by Firefly algorithm
Element
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Chebyshev
Weights

5th (100%) and
10th (25%)
Damaged

6th (100%) and
15th (50%)
Damage

6th (100%), 15th
(50%) and 21th
(100%) Damage

0.4645
0.2395
0.2956
0.3559
0.4195
0.4854
0.5523
0.6190
0.6841
0.7464
0.8044
0.8569
0.9027
0.9407
0.9700
0.9899
1.0000
1.0000
0.9899
0.9700
0.9407
0.9027
0.8569
0.8044
0.7464
0.6841
0.619
0.5523
0.4854
0.4195
0.3559
0.2956
0.2395
0.4645

0.4764
0.2487
0.3015
0.3672
0.0159
0.4913
0.5637
0.6203
0.6795
0.1978
0.8137
0.8635
0.9165
0.9531
0.9862
0.9987
0.9989
1.0000
0.9968
0.9877
0.9513
0.9128
0.8659
0.8132
0.7534
0.6935
0.6257
0.5651
0.4972
0.4386
0.3787
0.3325
0.2450
0.4856

0.4783
0.2465
0.2989
0.3713
0.4387
0.0027
0.5743
0.6298
0.6968
0.7648
0.8193
0.8598
0.9312
0.9621
0.3987
0.9976
0.9897
0.9986
0.9987
0.9865
0.9586
0.9587
0.8674
0.8192
0.7643
0.6978
0.6361
0.5713
0.4967
0.4391
0.3743
0.3015
0.2395
0.4645

0.4698
0.2389
0.3041
0.3735
0.4416
0.0135
0.5741
0.6420
0.6976
0.7673
0.8375
0.8643
0.9318
0.9503
0.4026
0.9917
1.0000
0.9869
0.9975
0.9864
0.0147
0.9356
0.8771
0.8198
0.7589
0.6984
0.6474
0.5657
0.4971
0.4376
0.3784
0.3125
0.2712
0.4835
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Figure V-5: Performance of FA with fault at 6th, 15th (50%) and 21th element.

Part II
In this part, CA is hybridized with DE to detect the location of faulty
elements in array antenna. The proposed hybrid technique has used MSE as
fitness function. The hybrid technique CADE is compared with bacteria
foraging optimization (BFO) proposed by Balamati Choudhury et al. (2012). In
literature, several techniques are available to detect the location of faulty
elements like Zhu et al. (2015), Rodríguez et al. (2009), Migliore, M. D. (2011)
etc.
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5. Data Model
Consider a uniform linear array (ULA) of N  2M  1 sensors along x-axis
about the origin. The far-field array factor (AF) for healthy setup of equally
spaced sensors, non-uniform weight and progressive phase excitation can be
given by Wolf (1937) as,

AF i  

where

M

exp  jn  kd cos i    

w

n

n  M

(Eq. V.11)

wn is the non-uniform weight of nth sensor, d is the spacing between

the adjacent sensors while  is the angle from broadside. Similarly k  2 /  is
the wave number with  as wavelength and
phase shift where

s

  kd coss

is the progressive

is steering angle for the main beam. For non-healthy

set-up, the AF can be given as.

AF i  

If either

M

w

n  M
nm

n

exp  jnkd cos i   

(Eq. V.12)

wm or w m is damaged, i.e. by putting wm or w m equal to zero, the

array factor for the mth sensor damaged and noisy environment is given by,

AFm i  

where

i

M

w

n  M
nm

n

exp  jn  kd cos i      i

(Eq. V.13)

is the additive zero mean complex Gaussian noise with variance  2

at nth sensor. AFm  i  is the array pattern when

wm or w m is fully faulty.

Mathematically the measurement noise in dBs can be expressed as follows,
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2
K
  AF i  

SNR   i 1 K

2
  i 
 i 1


(Eq. V.14)

The proposed method is based on faulty patterns which are symmetric about
  90 . Due to symmetric structure, the patterns are same if either

wm or w m

are damaged. For detection of faulty sensor we have to tabulate half number
of faulty patterns, i.e. we require ( N  1) / 2 faulty patterns. The other
advantage is that we have to scan only the damaged pattern from 0 to 90
as the damaged pattern is symmetrical about   90 . The location of the faulty
sensor can be found as,

90

Cm   PF i   Pm i 

2

(Eq. V.15)

i 1

The Eq.V.15 compares the faulty patterns with a given configuration of fully
faulty sensor and the minimum result will give us the location of a faulty
sensor, where

PF (i ) is the faulty patterns, Pm (i ) is the pattern when wm or

w m is fully faulty where m is given by 1  m  ( N  1) / 2 . For partial failure, we
have used the CADE algorithm to find the weights of the faulty elements. The
fitness function is given as
90

G   PF i   PCADE i 

2

(Eq. V.16)

i 1

where PF  i  is the desired response and PCADE  i  is the value of the pattern
obtained by using CADE algorithm. The proposed method starts to tabulate
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both the faulty patterns

F  
F

i

N 1
2
F 1

and the single defective pattern Pm (i )

evaluated in the range 0 to 90 . Then computation of
performed by finding the faulty sensor, that minimizes
patterns and the single defective pattern when

Cm in Eq.V.15 is

Cm between the faulty

wm or w m is fully faulty. The

proposed method is computationally efficient as we required half number of
samples

 

90

i

i 0

and also we have to tabulate ( N  1) / 2 faulty patterns for

the detection of faulty sensors.

6. Detection of Faulty Sensor Using CA Hybridized with DE
In this section, we have developed the detection of fully, as well as,
partially defective sensor in a linear array composed of N sensors. In first
step, the symmetrical structure of linear array is proposed, while in the second
step, a hybrid technique based on cultural algorithm with differential evolution
is developed. The symmetrical structure has two advantages i.e., instead of
finding all damaged patterns, only ( N  1) / 2 patterns are needed and
secondly, we require to scan the region from 0 to 90 instead of 0 to 180
which obviously reduces the computational complexity.

6.1 Differential Evolution (DE)
Differential evolution was developed by Storn and Price (1996) and is
used to solve real valued optimization problems. DE is a stochastic based
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search algorithm that presents simple structure, having fast convergence and
robust against noise. It has shown good results for multi-model, and nondifferential fitness function. DE is based on a mutation operator, which adds
an amount obtained by the difference of two randomly chosen individuals of
the present population. Fawad et al. (2012) developed that it has tremendous
applications in the field of science and engineering. The basic steps are given
in the form of pseudo-code as follows,
Step 1 Initialization: First we initialize Q chromosomes randomly, where the

length of each chromosome is 1 P . The P genes in each chromosome
represent the weights of the array antenna as given below,
 w1,1 w1,2 , ...., w1, P

 w2,1 w2,2 , ...., w2, P
S

 wQ,1 wQ ,2 , ...., wQ , P


where wi ,k  R, lb  wi ,k  ub









(Eq. V.17)

 i  1, 2,....Q, k  1, 2,...., P

Step 2 Updating: All the chromosomes form 1 to Q of the current generation
q , ge

are updated. Choose d h

from matrix S , where

ge and h represents the

particular generation and length of chromosome, respectively. Our main task
is to find the chromosome of the next generation, i.e. d q, ge1 by using mutation,
crossover and selection operation.
a) Mutation: To perform the mutation process, we select randomly three

different chromosomes from matrix S , 1  c1 , c2 , c3



 Q with c1  c2  c3  j ,

f q , ge  d c1 , ge  F d c2 , ge  d c3 , ge



(Eq. V.18)
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where 0.5  F  1 .
b) Crossover: The crossover is performed on the expression given below,

q , ge
k

r

where 0.5  CR  1 and

 f hq , ge if rand ()  CR or h  hrand 
  q, g

d h e otherwise


(Eq. V.19)

hrand is chosen randomly.

c) Selection operation: The next generation chromosome is generated by the

following expression,

d

q , ge 1

r q , ge if error (r q , ge )  error (d q , ge )CR or j  jrand 
  q, g
 (Eq. V.20)
d e otherwise


where error  r q , ge  and error  d q , ge  are define in matrix S .
Step 3 Stopping Criteria: The stopping criterion is based on following condition

If error  d q , ge 1    or maximum number of iteration has been reached.

6.2 Cultural Algorithm
Cultural Algorithm (CA) was developed by Reynolds (1994) to model the
evolution of the cultural component of an evolutionary computational system
over time. The main idea behind the CA is to clearly attain problem solving
knowledge from the growing population, and apply this knowledge to guide
the search space as proposed by Reynolds (1996). CA utilizes culture as a
van for storing information that is available to the entire population over many
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generations. The parameter setting is given in table V-3, while flow diagram
for CA is shown in Fig.V-6.
CA consists of three components, a populated space, belief space and a
communication protocol. First one is population space that contains the
population to be evolved and the mechanisms for its estimate. The population
space consists of a set of possible solutions to the problem. In this work the
population space is DE. Second, one is a belief space that represents the bias
that has been acquired by the population during its problem solving process.
The belief space is the information depository in which the individuals can
store their experiences for other individuals to learn them ultimately. These
two spaces are connected to each other through communication protocol
composed of two function, i.e. acceptance function and influence function.
The acceptance function is used to accept the experience of the best
individuals from the population space and store them in the belief space, and
then the knowledge in the belief space can be updated through the update
function. The influence function can guide the search space. In the present
work, the belief space is divided into two knowledge components. CA is used
as an optimization algorithm, its belief space is stored and updated with
population space during each generation and the knowledge in the belief
space is used to guide the search space towards the required solution.

6.3 Situational Knowledge:
Situational knowledge is used in belief space to track the best solution
which gives the successful results. Situational knowledge stores individuals
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Figure V-6: Flow chart of cultural algorithm

from population space which provides the direction for other individuals.
Situational knowledge consists of the best example Q found along the
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evolutionary process. It represents a leader for the other individuals to follow.
The variation operators of differential evolution are influenced in the following
way as follows,



y i , g  Qi  F wn2 , g  wn3 , g



(Eq. V.21)

where Q is the i-th component of the individual stored in the situational
knowledge. This way, we use the leader instead of a randomly chosen
individual for the recombination, getting the children closer to the best point
found. The situational knowledge is updated when best solution is found. This
occurs when its fitness value exceeds the fitness value of the worst individual
stored.

6.4 Normative Knowledge
Normative knowledge is also used in the belief space to collect
information on the frequency with which best solution is selected from the
population. The normative knowledge can be used to manipulate the choice of
donors by the population space. If an individual in the population space has
not been selected to secure a donor, the knowledge in the belief space can be
used to bias its next collection. The normative knowledge contains the
intervals for the decision variables where good solutions have been found, in
order to move new solutions towards those intervals. The normative
knowledge includes a scaling factor,

ds1 to influence the mutation operator

adopted in differential evolution. The following expression shows the influence
of the normative knowledge of the variation operators
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z ij, g



 w n1 , g  F w n2 , g  w n3 , g if w n1 , g  l

i


 n1 , g

n3 , g
n2 , g
n1 , g
 w  F w
w
if w  ui



 n1 , g  ui  li 

n3 , g
n2 , g
w
otherwise 
 w   ds  * F w
i













where

(Eq. V.22)



li and ui are the lower and upper bounds for the i-th decision variable

respectively. wn , g represents the j-th component of the i-th individual that is
1

selected from the g-th generation by acceptance function i, i  1, 2,...naccepted ,

naccepted is the number of best individual at the g-th generation.. The update of
the normative knowledge can reduce or expand the intervals stored on it. An
extension takes place when the accepted individuals do not fit in the current
interval, while a reduction occurs when all the accepted individuals lie in the
current interval, and the extreme values have an improved fit and are feasible.
The values

dsi are updated with the difference (wn2 , g  wn3 , g ) found of the

variation operators of the prior generation. Normative knowledge leads
individuals to jump into the good range if they are not already there.The
normative knowledge is updated as, let us consider xa1 , xa 2 , xa 3 ,..., xanaccepted be
the accepted individuals. Here wmini , wmaxi belong to (a1 , a2 , a3 ,..., naccepted ) and the
accepted individuals with minimum and maximum values for the parameter i.

wi ,maxi
ui  

ui





if wi ,maxi  ui or f wmaxi  U i

(Eq. V.23)

otherwise






 wi ,mini if wi ,mini  li or f wmini  Li
li  
otherwise

li

(Eq. V.24)
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If li and ui are updated, the values of Li and U i will be done in the same way.
The dsi are updated with the greatest difference of wi ,r1  wi ,r 2 found during the
variation operators at the prior generation. The code for CADE is given in
pseudo-code 1.

Generate the initial population
Calculate the initial population
Initialize the belief space
Do
For each individual in the population
Apply the variation operator influenced by a randomly knowledge component
Calculate the child generated
Replace the individual with child, if the child is better
End for
Update the belief space with the accepted individuals
Until the termination condition is achieved

Pseudo-code 1: The Pseudo-code of the Cultural Algorithm

Table V-3: Parameter used in CADE
CADE Algorithm
Parameters

Setting

Population size
No of Generation
Value of F
Value of CR

500
500
0.5

0.5  CR  1

7. Simulation Results Using CA with DE
In this section, we have discussed the effectiveness of the proposed
method based on different number of defective sensor in array antenna.
Case 1: -Consider a Chebyshev linear array of 51 sensors with  / 2 intersensor spacing used as the test antenna. The array sensors are placed
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symmetrically along x-axis and excited around the center of the array.
Analytical technique is used to find the non-uniform weights for a -30 dB
constant SLL in the Chebyshev array. To diagnose the faulty sensor in the
linear symmetrical array, the radiation patterns for full and partial faulty sensor
were generated. The samples were taken from the patterns in the region from
0 to 90 . In the interval of 6 degrees, 15 samples were taken from each

pattern to scan the region from 0 to 90 for the detection of fully and partially
faulty sensor.
Suppose that the sensor

w5 fails, we received the faulty pattern P5 (i ) which is

shown in Fig.V-7.Now, due to unforeseen reason, the failure of

w5 gives the

pattern P5  i  which is depicted in Fig.V-8.
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Figure V-7: The original Chebyshev array pattern and
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Figure V-8: The original Chebyshev array pattern and the
pattern.
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It is clear from Fig.V-7 and Fig.V-8 that the failure of either
the same pattern and is symmetrical about   90 if either

160

w5 and w5 gives

w5 or w5 fails. For

the detection of faulty sensor we have to tabulate both the faulty patterns

FF (i )F 1
25

and the single fault pattern Pm  i  if either

wm or w m are

damaged. The cost function in Eq.V.15 is minimized for a given sample

 

90

i

i 0

. The decision for the detection of faulty sensor will be made on the

basis of the cost function. The minimization of cost functions in Eq.V.15 will
give us the location of a faulty sensor. For partial fault, we used a CADE
algorithm to find the weights using Eq.V.16. Simulation results for complete
fault have been checked which shows the validity of the proposed method.
Case 2: -In this case we consider that a sensor fails partially, and radiates
some power, i.e. its weight is not zero, but a fraction of the original one. First,
we consider that sensor is damaged 50%, and this damaged pattern is
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created by making the weight of the

w2 sensor to half of the original weight in

original Chebyshev array. Now the CADE technique is used to locate its
position. This array factor is obtained by making the weight of the

w2 sensor

equal to half of the original weight in Eq.V.11 and is represented by PF  i  in
the fitness function of Eq.V.16. Then CADE technique is used to minimize the
fitness function which in turn gives the weight of the defected sensor. MSE is
setup as a fitness function which is given by Eq.V.16.
To check the performance of CADE technique, these weights are
compared to the weights obtained by the Chebyshev method in which the
weight of

w2 sensor equals to half of original weight. The weight obtained by

CADE is given in table V-4 and the pattern by CADE technique is shown in
Fig.V-9. Now suppose that the sensor w5 is 50% faulty, by making

w5 weights

half of the original value. The CADE technique is used to locate its position.
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The array factor is obtained by making the weights of

w5 sensor equal to

half of the original value in Eq.V.11. Then the CADE technique is used to
minimize the fitness function in Eq.V.16 which in turn gives the weight of the
faulty array. The weights obtained by using the CADE technique for partial
failure are given in table V-4. To check the validity of the weights obtained by
CADE technique is compared to the weights obtained from the Chebyshev
method of damage patterns for 50% fault.
The comparison of the weights of the defected array with the weights
obtained by CADE technique is given in table V-4. The weight distribution of
partially faulty and obtained by CADE is depicted in Fig.V-10. From this
comparison, the partial fault can be clearly marked. Comparison of the
obtained weights by CADE, with that of the defected array shows the level of
partial fault. The weights for the original Chebyshev array and the obtained
weights for different cases by CADE technique are given in table V-4.
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Figure V-11: The weight distribution of the original,
corrected by CADE.
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Now we assumed that w10 sensor is 25% failed. Now CADE technique is
run to locate the partial fault of w10 sensor. The weights obtained by CADE
algorithm for detection of partial faults (25%) for w10 sensor is given in table V4 and illustrated in Fig.V-11.
Case 3: In this section, we consider a linear Chebyshev array of 24 sensors
was taken as the reference antenna to execute the method of fault diagnosis
developed by Balamati Choudhury et al. (2012). The proposed method is
compared with the conventional BFO method. Fig.V-12 and Fig.V-13 shows
the power pattern and normalized weight excitation of the array of 24 sensors
respectively.
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Figure V-12: The Chebyshev array of 24 sensors with SLL=-30 dB
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Figure V-13: Weight distribution of the Chebyshev array without failure.
We assume that the 4th, 10th (50%) and 17th (100%) sensor in the array
become faulty. The faulty pattern of the 4th, 10th (50%) and 17th (100%) sensor
is shown in Fig.V-14.
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Figure V-14: The original Chebyshev array and the 4th, 10th (50%) and 17th
(100%) sensor faulty pattern.

Now we consider the symmetrical counterpart failure of (4th, 10th (50%) and
17th (100%)) which is depicted in Fig.V-15.
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Figure V-15: The original array and the symmetrical counterpart of (4th, 10th
(50%) and 17th (100%)) faulty pattern.
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It is clear from Fig.V-14 and Fig.V-15 that both the failure gives the same
power pattern. Therefore we have to tabulate half of the faulty patterns. The
second advantage of using symmetrical linear array is that the faulty pattern is
symmetrical about   90 , i.e. we need half of the samples to scan the pattern.
First we have simulated the pattern with 1 to 3 elements faulty. We have used
a set of 1162 patterns. In each case, the faulty pattern contains the M
samples, as input to check the diagnosis of fault. In this case we take samples
of M  18, M  35 and random samples to validate the performance of the
proposed method. We assume a maximum number of 3 defective sensors
N!
 2324 different pattern as given by
f 1  f !( N  f )!


3

which yields a total of 

Balamati Choudhury et al. (2012) but our proposed method require 1162
pattern for which we require a less computational cost. To locate the faulty
sensors in array the weights of each sensor was considered as the optimizing
parameter for BFO and CADE.
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Figure V-16: Defected array pattern with fault at 4th, 10th (50%), and 17th
(100%) sensor with 35 sample points.
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Figure V-17: Performance of BFO with 35 sample points.
In the array diagnosis investigation, 35 samples were taken in the range 0
to 180 in the interval of 5 degree. We suppose that the 4 th, 10th sensor is
partially faulty and the 17th sensor is fully faulty. We run the proposed method
to diagnose the faulty sensors in array antenna. Fig.V-16 shows the faulty
pattern with the position of 35 samples. The fault diagnosed by the
conventional method developed by Balamati Choudhury et al. (2012) is shown
in Fig.V-17. Now the same process is repeated for the proposed method that
is shown in Fig.V-18 and Fig.V-19. By the proposed method, we diagnosed
the fault by half number of samples. Similarly the same fault is repeated for 18
and some random samples for the conventional BFO and proposed method.
The results of conventional method BFO and proposed method for 18 and
random number of samples are shown in Fig.V-20 to Fig.V-27.

By the

proposed method even in the less number of sample points, one can detect
the faulty sensor accurately. Fig.V-28 shows the mean square error plots for
BFO and the proposed method. For the initial few iteration, the value of MSE
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is greater and after some iteration it goes down. The BFO and proposed
method was run to detect the location of faults for six random cases and find
out the average time of faulty sensor for various scenarios which are given in
table V-5, table V-6, table V-7 and table V-8. From the simulation results it
was clear that the computation time increases as the number of faulty sensor
increases
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Figure V-18: Defected array pattern with fault at 4th, 10th (50%), and 17th
(100%) sensor with 19 sample points.
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Figure V-19: Performance of proposed method with 19 sample points
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Figure V-20: Defected array pattern with fault at 4th, 10th (50%), and 17th
(100%) sensor with 19 sample points
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Figure V-21: Performance of BFO with 19 sample points.
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Figure V-22: Defected array pattern with fault at 4th, 10th (50%), and 17th
(100%) sensor with 10 sample points
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Figure V-23: Performance of proposed method with 10 sample points
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Figure V-24: Defected array pattern with fault at 4th, 10th (50%), and 17th
(100%) sensor with random sample points
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Figure V-25: Performance of BFO with random sample points
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Figure V-26: Defected array pattern with fault at 4th, 10th (50%), and 17th
(100%) sensor with half random sample points
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Figure V-27: Performance of proposed method with random sample points
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Table V-4: Chebyshev weights and normalized non-uniform
weights obtained from CADE technique
The original and the weights obtained by CADE
Sensor
No

Chebyshev
weights

W2 sensor 50%
fail

W5 sensor 50%
fail

w10 sensor 25%
fail

w25
w24
w23
w22
w21
w20
w19
w18
w17
w16
w15
w14
w13
w12
w11
w10
w9
w8
w7
w6
w5
w4
w3
w2
w1
w0
w1
w2
w3
w4
w5
w6
w7
w8
w9
w10
w11
w12
w13
w14
w15
w16
w17
w18
w19
w20
w21
w22
w23
w24
w25

0.6426
0.2200
0.2554
0.2928
0.3321
0.373
0.4152
0.4584
0.5023
0.5465
0.5907
0.6344
0.6773
0.719
0.7591
0.7973
0.833
0.8661
0.8961
0.9228
0.9459
0.9651
0.9802
0.9912
0.9978
1.0000
0.9978
0.9912
0.9802
0.9651
0.9459
0.9228
0.8961
0.8661
0.833
0.7973
0.7591
0.719
0.6773
0.6344
0.5907
0.5465
0.5023
0.4584
0.4152
0.373
0.3321
0.2928
0.2554
0.2200
0.6426

0.6475
0.2234
0.2593
0.2959
0.3402
0.3754
0.4197
0.461
0.5076
0.5485
0.5934
0.6431
0.6796
0.7203
0.7612
0.7995
0.8413
0.8676
0.8987
0.9264
0.9476
0.9685
0.9843

0.6437
0.2252
0.2584
0.2969
0.3451
0.3758
0.4247
0.4635
0.5085
0.5496
0.5952
0.6417
0.6815
0.7351
0.7652
0.7987
0.8418
0.8673
0.8984
0.9378

0.6453
0.2317
0.2643
0.2975
0.3429
0.3813
0.4341
0.4618
0.5163
0.5538
0.5916
0.6384
0.6794
0.7265
0.7631
0.1987
0.8491
0.8752
0.8987
0.9376
0.9518
0.9687
0.9885
0.9932
0.9986
0.9975
0.9996
0.9934
0.9827
0.9675
0.9486
0.9264
0.8975
0.8676
0.8451
0.7998
0.7685
0.7326
0.6891
0.6454
0.5937
0.5579
0.5163
0.4627
0.4256
0.3828
0.3482
0.2952
0.2617
0.2356
0.6513

0.4879
0.9986
0.9994
0.9995
0.9945
0.9835
0.9676
0.9513
0.9301
0.8978
0.8751
0.8421
0.7985
0.7584
0.7542
0.6833
0.6461
0.5932
0.5496
0.5159
0.4613
0.4271
0.3742
0.3364
0.2953
0.2571
0.2262
0.6432

0.4857
0.9721
0.9873
0.9992
0.9983
0.9987
0.9993
0.9928
0.9834
0.9676
0.9473
0.9362
0.8988
0.8676
0.8414
0.7993
0.7632
0.7531
0.6795
0.6384
0.5951
0.5485
0.5046
0.4597
0.4174
0.3819
0.3357
0.2961
0.2589
0.2317
0.6478
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Table V-5: Time comparison analysis for six configuration of one
defective sensor
Fault Location
1
2
5
10
20
23

Proposed Method

Conventional BFO

Time(s)
18 samples
35 samples
56.72
117.46
58.53
121.69
Average
59.65
115.78 Average
time
time
60.87
109.95
57.18
113.57
54.47
108.6
52.89
107.95

Time(s)
18 samples
35 samples
201.71
108.42
206.5
113.73
Average 213.31 Average
114.56
time
time
117.35 111.16 205.37 205.95
203.95
107.5
204.87
105.45

Table V-6: Time comparison analysis for six configurations of two
defective sensors

Fault Location
5, 7
20, 23
18, 20
11, 21
7, 10
8, 12

Proposed Method

Conventional BFO

Time(s)

Time(s)
18 samples
35 samples
123.5
254.3
121.7
237.4
Average
Average
137.1
238.75
time
time
139.3
241.5
134.88
239.89
143.6
231.94
144.1
235.5

18 samples
67.7
66.4
72.3 Average
time
74.8
72.71
76.2
78.9

35 samples
139.7
141.4
153.6 Average
time
155.1
152.81
161.9
165.2

Table V-7: Time comparison analysis for six random configurations
of three defective sensors

Fault Location
5, 7, 12
1, 7, 12
1, 9, 11
13, 17, 24
15, 19, 22
14, 21, 24

Proposed Method

Conventional BFO

Time(s)

Time(s)
18 samples
35 samples
144.1
231.4
157.3
274.1
Average
Average
142.9
230.9
time
time
153.5
227.2
149.11
240.48
151.3
237.6
145.6
241.7

18 samples
81.7
85.3
Average
79.3
time
82.6
81.95
85.5
77.3

35 samples
169.4
173.7
Average
167.3
time
169.9
170.1
175.5
164.8
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Table V-8: Time comparison for six random configuration of
complete and partial faulty sensor
Proposed Method
Fault Location
8, 12 (100%)
2(50%)
13, 18(50%)
24(100%)
14, 20 (100%)
15(50%)
1, 8 (100)
2(50%)
15, 23 (100%)
24(50%)
4, 10 (50%)
17 (100%)

Conventional BFO

Time(s)
18 samples
85.75

35 samples
182.6

18 samples
141.5

84.45

171.6

152.9

82.85
80.9

Average
time
84.3

175.8
179.7

Average
time
177.9

147.7
143.8

Time(s)
35 samples
241.2
251.7

Average
time
148.25

249.1

Average
time
250.01

252.4

86.7

181.4

151.3

246.8

85.15

176.3

152.3

258.9
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Figure V-28: Mean square error performance of BFO and proposed method.
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Part III
In this part, HS is hybridized with FA for the detection of faulty elements in
array antenna. The proposed hybrid technique has used a new objective
function as fitness function. Specifically, the results obtained by HS are further
given to FA for fine tuning. Monte-Carlo simulations are performed to check
the validity of the proposed method.

8. Detection of Faulty Sensors Using HS-FA
In this section, we have developed a hybridized technique for the
detection of faulty arrays. The results obtained by HS algorithm are further
given to FA for fine tunning.

9. Data Model
Let us consider a linear array of N healthy elements placed symmetrically
along y-axis. The distance between the adjacent elements is d and  is the
phase shift between the elements. The far-field power pattern for this healthy
setup as given by Wolf (1937),
N

AF i    an exp j 2 n cosi 
n 1

In Eq.V.24,

(Eq. V.25)

(i  1, 2,3...K ) is the ith sample of the measurement pattern, n is

the position of the nth element in the array and an is the healthy weight of the

nth element. The degraded single fault pattern is given by the expression,
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N



AF i    n exp j 2 n cos i
d
n 1



(Eq. V.26)

n m

where AFd i  is the array factor of the faulty pattern, in which mth element is
damaged and

vn is the excitation co-efficient of the faulty pattern. The

difference of the original and faulty weights are given by wn

 an  vn

Gd  i   AF  i   AFd  i 

(Eq. V.27)

The method of locating the faulty elements starts with the measurement of the
healthy pattern and the given configuration of failed elements. The maximum
of cost function FC will give us the location of faulty elements,
K

FC   Gd i   Go i  
i 1

2

(Eq. V.28)

where Gd  i  the difference patterns and Go i  is the pattern obtained from the
proposed method during estimation.
In this section, to the point introduction and flow chart of the proposed
hybrid technique is provided in Fig.V-29.

9.1 Harmony Search Technique
As compared to other optimization technique, HS technique consist of four
operators developed by Geem (2001)
HM: the harmony memory as shown in Eq.V.29;
HMS: the size of harmony memory
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HMCR: the consideration rate of harmony memory
PAR: the pitch adjustment rate and the pitch adjustment bandwidth, Consider
 w11 w12
 2
2
w
w2
HM   1

 HMS HMS
 w1 w2

1

wD
2
D

w

HMS

wD



| fitness ( w )


|

HMS
| fitness ( w
) 
1

| fitness ( w )
2

(Eq. V.29)

There are feasible options for a player in the music improvisation process,
(i) Play several pitches that are the same with the HMCR
(ii) Play some pitches like a known piece or
(iii) Improve the new pitches. These options can be idealized into three
components, the use of HM, the pitch adjustment and randomization. Similarly
choosing the best chromosome in GA, the first component is important as it is
proposed by Wang and Guo (2013). To build HS algorithm more dominant,
the HMCR parameter should be set accurately. The HMCR parameter should
be set in the range 0.75 to 0.95. In the second part the pitch are adjusted
slightly and for frequency adjustment a proper method used by Wang and
Guo (2013). If the new pitch is updated by the following formula,

wnew  wold  b(2  1)
where



is a random number in the range [0,1] and

(Eq. V.30)

wold is the current pitch

while b is the bandwidth. The parameter PAR should be set properly. If the
parameter PAR close to 1, the solution is updating and HS is hard to
converge. If it is near to 0, then small change is made and HS may be
premature. It should be in the range 0.1-0.5.
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9.2 Firefly Algorithm
In this section, the FA used is the same as discussed in section 5.2. As
given in Eq.V.2, the unknown parameter is the weight vector w. so the
objective is to estimate them accurately.

Start

Randomly initialization of HM parameters

Improve new Harmony

Generate FF solution depending
on pheromone

Update Harmony

Combined HM and FF solution

Inversion Mutation

Sorting HM and FF solutions

Update pheromone value

Update the HM

NO

Termination criterion

YES
Compute the best objective

End

Figure V-29: The flow chart of the hybrid HS-FA algorithm
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10. Results and Discussion Using HS-FA
In this section, we have performed different simulation results to check the
validity of our proposed hybrid technique. Let us consider a Classical Dolph
Chebyshev linear array of 30 elements with 0.5 spacing between the
adjacent elements is taken as the test antenna. The peak sidelobe level of the
array is taken as 30dB as shown in Fig.V-30. The parameters used for FA
are the population size, the light absorption co-efficient  , the parameter  ,
t

t

the attractiveness  , the lower value wL , and the upper value wH are taken
as 100, 1, 0.25, 0.2, 0 and 1 respectively while for HS algorithm the
parameters HMCR= 0.8 and PAR=0.1.The Classical Dolph Chebyshev
weights for 30 elements are obtained by analytical technique for test array.
First we consider that the 7th element in the array becomes faulty. Now we
diagnose the element position by the hybrid HS-FA scheme. The weights
obtained by HS-FA technique for 7th element position is shown in Fig.V-31.
The weights of test array (red), faulty array (green) and diagnosed array (blue)
is shown in Fig.V-31. Now we assumed that the 3rd and 12th element in the
array become fails. By applying the HS-FA technique, we detect the position
of 3rd and 12th elements correctly, the weights obtained by hybrid technique is
shown in Fig.V-32. The convergence behavior of the HS, FA and hybrid HSFA is shown in Fig.V-33. It can be seen that the hybrid method converges
faster than the HS algorithm and FA alone.
For this purpose, we have taken 80 generation and 100 chromosomes.
The proposed hybrid technique (HS-FA) is compared with HS and FA alone.
In the simulation result, MSE is taken as a fitness function. Fig.V-33 shows
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Figure V-30: The Dolph Chebyshev array of 30 elements
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Figure V-31: The excitation co-efficient of 7th element fail, Test array (red),
faulty array (green) and diagnosed array (blue)

the MSE of weights by using HS-FA, HS and FA alone. It is clear that the
proposed HS-FA scheme has maintained a minimum MSE as compared to
HS and FA alone.
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Figure V-32: The excitation co-efficient of 3rd and 12th element fails, Test array
(red), faulty array (green) and diagnosed array (blue)

Figure V-33: Performance comparison of HS, FA and HS-FA technique
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Part IV
In this part, the nature inspired CSA is developed for the diagnosis of faulty
elements in antenna array

11. Data Model
In this section, the date model is the same as developed in section 4.5. As
given in Eq.IV.24, we find the weights of the faulty antenna elementsby CSA.

12. Detection of Faulty Sensors Using CSA
In this section, we have developed a nature inspired meta-heuristic
technique for the diagnosis of faulty elements. The basic steps of cuckoo
search algorithm (CSA) has given below,
The first step is that each cuckoo lays only one egg at a time and dumps it
in a randomly in a selected nest while the second one is that the best nests
with high quality of eggs will carry over to the next generation. The third one is
that thenumber of available host nests is fixed and the egg laid by a cuckoo is
discovered by the host bird with a probability
can be approximated by a fraction

pa (0,1) . This last assumption

pa of the n host nests that are replaced by

new solutions. The parameters used in CSA are given in table V-9.
Step I Initialization: Generate K number of chromosomes randomly at

generation t.
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 w1,1 w1,2 ,...., w1, P 


w2,1 w2,2 ,...., w2, P 

S


,...,


 wK ,1 wK ,2 ,...., wK , P 

(Eq. V.31)

In matrix S , wk , j  R , Lb  wk , j  U b where Lb and U b are the lower and upper
bounds of the antenna weights of the elements.
Step II Fitness Function: The fitness function is based on MSE which defines

an error between the degraded far field power pattern and the estimated one.
K

MSE  k   1 / K   Pd  k   Po  k 

2

(Eq. V.32)

k 1

Step III Generate New weights by Levy Flights: The vector of new weights is

generated from randomly selected weights by Levy flights. When generating
t 1

new solutions wi

for a cuckoo i , a Levy flight for the search capability is

performed

wit 1  wit    Levy   

(Eq. V.33)

where   0 is the step size and depend on the problem of interest while 
product represents the entry-wise multiplications. The Levy flight provides a
random walk,

Levy ( )  t   , 1<  3

(Eq. V.34)

where t is the maximum number of generation or stopping criterion.
Step IV Termination Criteria: The termination criteria are based on the

following conditions.


The required MSE has been achieved or
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The total number of iteration has been reached

13. Simulation Results Using CSA
In this section, we have checked the performance of nature inspired CSA
for the detection of faulty elements. Consider a Classical Dolph Chebyshev
(CDC) linear array of 40 elements is considered for fault diagnosis using
cuckoo search algorithm (CSA). The spacing between the elements is taken
as  / 2 . Analytical technique is used to find the weights of CDC for -30 dB
sidelobes level as shown in Fig.V-34. Complete and partial faults were made
by making the weights of the faulty element either equal to zero or half of the
original value correspondingly. The parameters used in CSA, are population
size n , step size

,

rate of discovery

Pa and number of generations. The

parameters used in this simulation are given in table V-9.

Table V-9: Parameters used for CSA
Sr
.

Parameter name

Settings

1

Population size

40

2

Step size

0.1

3

Discovery probability

0.25

4

Number of generation

1000
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Figure V-34: The power pattern of Classical Dolph Chebyshev array of 40
elements.
At the first instant, we consider the case that sixth element in the array
become damage and don’t radiate. The diagnosis of fault in an array antenna
is very important. If we don’t know the exact location of faulty element, we
cannot apply any correction method to recover the desired pattern. Due to
sixth element failure, we obtain the black solid line pattern as shown in Fig.V35. After optimization by nature inspired cuckoo search algorithm (CSA), we
will find the pattern which is close to the black solid pattern as depicted in
Fig.V-35 using the fitness function of equation (35). The pattern obtained by
CSA is shown in Fig.V-35 by the red dotted line which is nearly approachable.
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Figure V-35: The faulty pattern of sixth element failure and pattern obtained
using CSA.
In the second case we assumed, that the 10 th element in the array is
partially damage (50 %). The 10th element partially faulty pattern is shown in
Fig.V-36 by the black solid line.
After optimization by CSA, we used the fitness function of equation (35)
and obtained the pattern for 10th element partial fault which is shown in Fig.V36 by the red dotted line. In the third case we assumed the combination of
complete as well as partial fault, in which 5 th element is completely and the
11th element is partially faulty (50%). The CDC pattern for complete and
partial fault is shown by the black solid line and after optimization by CSA, the
pattern obtained is shown in Fig.V-37 by the red dotted line.
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Figure V-36: The 10th element partial fault pattern (50%) and pattern obtained
using CSA.
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Figure V-37: The CDC pattern for complete and a partial fault and pattern
obtained using CSA.
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14. Conclusion
This chapter was contains four parts. In first part, the nature inspired FA
has been applied for the diagnosis of faulty elements in array antenna. The
MSE was used as fitness function and Monte-Carlo simulation shows that the
proposed method produced good results in terms of diagnosis of faults.
In the second part, an efficient method was developed based on
symmetrical structure of linear array and cultural algorithm hybridized with
differential evolution for the detection of fully as well as partial defective
elements. The proposed method was than compared with that of the available
BFO technique in the literature. MSE was used as a fitness function and the
simulation results shows the effectiveness of the proposed method.
In part three, hybrid HS-FA has been used for the detection of faulty
arrays. This time we used a new fitness function. MSE was used as a fitness
function and the hybrid technique gives better results in terms of diagnosis of
fault.
In the fourth part, we have developed nature inspired CSA for the
diagnosis of faulty arrays. Again MSE was used as a fitness function and from
the monitoring of faulty power patterns, the location of faulty sensors is
diagnosed.

CHAPTER VI
DETECTION OF FAULTY SENSORS USING
COMPRESSED SENSING TECHNIQUE

Equation Chapter 6 Section 1
1. Introduction
In previous chapter, we have discussed the detection of faulty elements in
arrays antenna using nature inspired heuristic computation techniques, i.e.
FA, CADE, HSFA and CSA. These techniques are computationally expensive
as they require that the number of measurements should not be less than the
number of antenna sensors in the array. Compressed sensing (CS) is a signal
processing technique, which allows recovering the signal from a set of linear
measurements instead of a signal itself. The advantage in this case is the
number of the measurements which are on lower side. As a consequence, the
original signal is supposed to be recovered from the measurement matrix,
which is ill-posed due to the reduced dimensionality. As per statement of the
CS algorithms, Candes et al. (2006), Lustig et al. (2008), Ji et al. (2008) etc,
demonstrate that it is possible to recover the underlying signal from number of
measurements below the Nyquist sampling rate under some suitable
conditions. Candies (2005), and Baranuik et al. (2007), proposed the
restricted isometry property (RIP) conditions for the exact recovery.
In literature several techniques are available for solving the ill-posed
recovery problem. Shahar et al. (2008) and Elad (2010) classified these
techniques into different families of algorithms depending on the nature of
problem under consideration.
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In this chapter, we have developed compressed sensing techniques for
the diagnosis of faulty elements in array antenna. The application of CS for
the diagnosis of faulty sensors in array reduces the number of measurement.
In array diagnosis, the purpose is to locate the faulty sensors in array
antenna. The sparse vector is defined as the difference of the weight vector of
the healthy reference array and the array under test. In practical scenario, the
number of defective sensors is small. Thus the new array vector is very
sparse with a small number of active sensors, allowing a less number of
measurements for the detection of faulty sensors. The measurement matrix E
must satisfy the restricted isometry property (RIP) to avoid information in the
actual signal from distortion. In this framework, an idea cropped up for the
detection of defective linear arrays based on far-field measurement which
exploiting the promising power of compressed sensing.
This chapter is divided into three parts. In the first part, we have
developed the compressed sensing based array diagnosis technique using
IRLS-SSF algorithm. In part two, we have developed a compressed sensing
based array diagnosis technique using hybridization of genetic algorithm (GA)
with parallel coordinate descent (PCD) algorithm. In the third part, a
differential evolution based compressed sensing technique for detection of
faulty sensors in linear arrays has been presented.

2. Data Model
Consider a linear array of N  2P  1 sensors, and the sensors of the
array are placed symmetrically along y-axis as shown in Fig.VI-1, whose farfield patterns are given by Wolf (1937) as
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AF i  

where

P

w

n  P

n

exp  jnkd cos i 

(Eq. VI.1)

wn is the weight vector of the nth antenna sensor, k is the wave number

and d is the distance between the sensors. The noisy far-field faulty pattern
of the array under test is expressed by

Fm i  

P

a

n  P
nm

n

exp  jnkd cos i    i 

(Eq. VI.2)

where  i  is the noise vector for ith sample which has been taken as
complex Gaussian with zero mean and variance, similarly

an is the nth weight

vector of the array under test which has been taken as,
0
an  
 wn

with prob. 
o/w

(Eq. VI.3)

where   1 is the fraction of faulty sensors. The original and the noisy faulty
power pattern with N  51 and SLL  35 dB are shown in Fig.VI-2.
Y

d



x

Figure VI-1: The geometry of 2P  1linear array
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The normalized Chebyshev weights of the healthy and noisy faulty array with
10th and 20th sensors not functional are depicted in Fig.VI-3. The difference
field pattern between the healthy reference array and the array under test is
given by Oliveri et al. (2012) as by the following equation

p i   AF i   Fm i 

(Eq. VI.4)

where AF  i  is the scattering pattern for the healthy reference array and

Fm i  is the pattern for noisy faulty sensor, subscript

m

indicates the mth

sensor as faulty. Using above, the difference pattern becomes,

p i  

where

P

 xn exp  jnkd cosi    i 

(Eq. VI.5)

n  P

p i  is the difference pattern and xn is the nth sensor of the array

under test failure vector which is given by

xn  wn  an

(Eq. VI.6)

Let x   xn : n   P,..., P be the weight vector of the array elements and

p   pk ;  K ,..., K 

be

the

far-field

pattern

in

the

angular

locations

 2k 
 k  arccos   . The weights and far-field radiation pattern of the healthy
N
reference array are supposed to be available in M measurement directions. In
practical scenario the number of faulty sensors S is less than the number of
sensors in the array N , thus in this case the problem is highly sparse array, in
which only the faulty sensors have the greater value, our main job is to detect
the faulty sensors with less number of measurements that contains the
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information. To solve the problem, we choose M points randomly with K  N
by the following equation
(Eq. VI.7)

Ex = p

In detection of faulty arrays, the aim is to detect the number and location
of defective sensors. The number of defective sensors is denoted by S .
Oliveri et al. (2012) achieved the aim by inverting the system (8), for this we
require that K  N . In compressed sensing, the aim is to detect the faulty
sensors with K  N by charming the benefit that S  N .
In practical scenario, the number of defective sensors S is much smaller
than N, we have an equivalent problem involving a sparse array. In this case
we consider that K  N . Thus, finding the sparsest solution is highly illconditioned problem. Therefore, regularization constrains must be added for
required solution. Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) should be fulfilled by
measurement matrix E to avoid information in the actual signal from distortion,
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Figure VI-2: The Chebyshev healthy and noisy defective pattern with
N=51 and SLL=-35 dB
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such as Gaussian matrices. If the independent and identically distributed
Gaussian matrix satisfies the RIP and there are enough measurements taken
i.e. K  S log( N / S ) . Migliore (2011) and Oliveri et al. (2012) show that
detection of defective sensors could be detected correctly with high probability
where K measurements are taken from the array under test having N
number of sensors with S defective sensors.
To solve the detection problem in array antenna, we find out x n . In
practical situation, some sensor failure occurs in the array, thus the failure
vector turns out sparse. The array detection problem can be reformulated in
sparseness frame. Given the difference vector p , find the minimum lo -norm
that satisfies the equation
(Eq. VI.8)

p - Ex = r

 exp  jnkd cos 1 

where E  

 exp  jnkd cos  K 

exp  jNkd cos 1  

 is the measurement matrix.

exp  jN cos  K  
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Figure VI-3: The Chebyshev array healthy weights with 10th and 20th sensors
defective and SLL=-35 dB
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Part I
In this section, we have developed IRLS hybridized with SSF algorithm
using compressed sensing for the detection of faulty elements. This technique
starts from collecting the measurement of the far-field pattern. The system
relating the difference among the field measured using the healthy reference
array and the field radiated by the array under test is analyzed using a PCD,
IRLS, SSF and hybridized with IRLS-SSF algorithm. These algorithms are
applied for complete as well as partial defective sensors in an array antenna.

3. Detection of Faulty Sensors Using Iterative
Shrinkage Algorithms
In compressed sensing (CS), less number of measurements in sparse
signal contains complete information compared to its dimensions, Candies et
al. (2006) developed that exact recovery from less number of measurements
is possible. Lustig et al. (2008) and Oliveri et al. (2012) proposed that CS has
many applications i.e. communications and Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI). The minimum l2 -norm based solution minimizes the total energy of the
approximated signal and has a unique solution. However, solution is generally
non-sparse. l -norm minimization makes use of sparsity constraint for finding
an estimate of solution with few defective sensors in linear array. However, it
has

non-convex

formulation

for

finding

the

sparse

solution

and

N
computationally intractable as it involves an exhaustive search   for
S 
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l2 -norm minimization given in

defective sensors. There is temptation for

equation (7) due to its unique solution and computationally tractable.
xˆ  arg min p  Ex
x

Sparse approximation problems such as

2
2

(Eq. VI.9)

l minimization in equation (9)

use the sparsity constraint as a regularizer to find an approximate solution
with few defective sensors in the antenna array,
xˆ  arg min p  Ex
x

2
2

subject to x

0

K

(Eq. VI.10)

The l1 -norm is convex and promotes sparsity in solution, whereas, l -norm
in equation (8) is generally not tractable and non-convex. Thereby, we can
replace l -norm by l1 -norm to remodel the problem in equation (10) by

xˆ  arg min
x

 p  Ex

2
2

 x1



(Eq. VI.11)

3.1 Parallel Coordinate Decent (PCD) Algorithm
The parallel coordinate decent (PCD) algorithm was first developed by
Elad, Matalon, and Zibulevsky (2010). PCD is an algorithm that minimizes the
function. Starts from a simple coordinate descent algorithm, but combines a
set of such descent steps into one easier joint step. This is PCD iterative
shrinkage method.
f  x 

1
b  Ex
2

2
2

 x 1

(Eq. VI.12)
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The coordinate descent algorithm updates x one entry at a time. There will be
m steps for x  R m for a round. Each of these steps is obtained via shrinkage.
Let current solution be xo , we want to update ith entry around its current value

xo  i  . Thus we have a function
g  x 

where

1
b  Exo  ai  x  xo  i  
2

ai is the ith column in E , the term

2
2

 x 1

(Eq. VI.13)

ai  x  xo  i   removes the effect of

old value and adds the new one. Let b  b  Exo  ai xo  i  . The solution should
be as given by
xopt  S / a

2
i 2

 aT b
 i 2
 ai
2



S
2
 / ai 2



 aT  b  Ex 

o
 i


x
i


o
2


a
i 2



(Eq. VI.14)

We thus modify this method and rely on the following property. When
minimizing a function, if there are several descent directions, then any nonnegative combination is also a descent directions. Thus we take a simple
linear combination of the set of all m steps where each step handles one entry
in destination vector.
m
 aT  b  Ex 

i
o

Vo   ei S / a 2 

x
i


o
2
i 2 

i 1
a
i 2



(Eq. VI.15)

Their linear combination is not necessarily descending without proper scaling.
Let us consider this direction and perform a line search (LS) along it. The
iterative algorithm is

xk 1  xk   Vk  xk 

(Eq. VI.16)
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xk 1  xk    S
diag E T E
1
diag  E T E  


where





1




E T  p  Exk   xk   xk


(Eq. VI.17)

 is chosen by a LS algorithm. The starting value of the solution can

be either an estimate of the least square solution or a zero vector.

es  shrink  xk  We 
We define rk

(Eq. VI.18)

 p  Exk is the residue which is used in the algorithm. The

pseudo code of PCD algorithm is given in pseudo-code VI-1.

Task: Find the value of

x

Input: Measurement matrix E , and Compressed measurement p .

x

Output: The result of .
Initialization: initialize

k  0 and set

0
The initial residual ro  b  Exo  b
The initial solution xo

Prepare the weights W

 diag (Et E)1

Main iteration: increment

k by 1, i.e. k  k  1 and apply these steps:

Back Projection: Compute e 
Shrinkage: Compute es

ET rk

 shrink ( xk  We)

Line Search: Choose  to minimize the real value function
Update solution: Compute:-

xk 1  xk    es  xk  .

Update residual: Compute rk 1
Stopping rule: if xk 1  xk
Output :Result is

2
2

f ( xk   (es  xk ) .

 b  Exk 1
  stop else iterate.

xk 1
Pseudo-code VI-1: The Pseudo-code of PCD algorithm.

3.2 Separable Surrogate Functionals (SSF) Algorithm
SSF algorithm is an algorithm from family of iterative shrinkage, which
was developed by Daubechies et al. (2004). The original function is
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f  x 

1
x  Ex
2

2
2

 x 1

(Eq. VI.19)

We find a proximal or surrogate function f  x  which is used to get a closed
form expression near enough to its global minimizer. Add distance term
d  x, xo  

c
x  xo
2

2
2



1
2
Ex  Exo 2 . Choose the value of c that function d is
2

strictly convex with respect to x, implying that we require its Hessian

 CI  E E   0 . This is satisfied if
T

c  max where max is the maximal value of

ET E .
f  x, xo  

where Vo 

1
x  Ex
2

E T  x  Exo 
c

2
2

 x 1 

c
x  xo
2

2
2



1
Ex  Exo
2

2
2

(Eq. VI.20)

 xo  f  z  Function not depending upon

x

could be

taken as constant





f  x, xo   constant  xT E T  x  Exo   cxo   x 1 

c
x
2

2
2

(Eq. VI.21)

The optimal solution can obtained using shrinkage function is given below:

1

xopt  S / c Vo   S / c  E T  x  Exo   xo 
c


(Eq. VI.22)

The main objective for using surrogate function is to minimize the objective
function iteratively. The sequence of solutions, produced by iterative
functions, is proven to converge to the global minima. The iterative process
can be written as:

1

xi 1  S / c  E T  x  Exi   xi 
c


(Eq. VI.23)
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3.3 Iterative Reweighted Least Square Algorithm
Iterative reweighted least square (IRLS) algorithm is used for optimization
problems in engineering, science and technology. IRLS is useful to find
maximum likelihood function of generalized linear model, rather, minimizing
the simple 𝑙2 -norm, IRLS minimizes a weighted residual proposed by Aydemi
(2006). IRLS converts a non

l2 norm to l2 ones using weighting. The resulting

iterative equation becomes

i

x k 1  S .  ET  p  Ex k   x k 
c


(Eq. VI.24)

The diagonal matrix 𝑆 plays the role of shrinkage on the values of,

i T

 E  p-Ex k  +x k  where c  1 is the relaxation constant and should be chosen
c

as c  max ( E E ) / 2 in order to ensure convergence of matrixS, where
T

max

defines the maximum eigenvalue of matrix. IRLS solution should never be
initialized by zero, as once the solution becomes zero, it can never be revived;
consequently, IRLS may get stuck in local minima, without reaching global
minima.

3.4 The Hybrid IRLS-SSF Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is an accumulation to the family of iterativeshrinkage algorithms to explain unconstrained optimization problems. The key
initiative of hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm is to combine IRLS and SSF
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1
x  Ex
2

Goal: Find x that minimizes f  x  

2
2

 x 1

Inputs: Measurement matrix E , Compressed measurement
SSF and IRLS thresholding parameter  .

p,

Output: The result of x .
1:- Initialization:
Initialize IRLS iteration

k  0 and SSF iteration j  0

0
Initial residual r  x  Exo  x
Initial solution x

2:- IRLS Main Iteration:
Increment k by 1 and apply the below steps
2a):- Back Projection: e

 E T rk

2b):- Shrink Update: Compute the diagonal matrix W
2c):- Compute: es  s ( xk 

e
)
c



2d):- Update function value: f ( xk 1 )  f xk   xs  xk 



2e):-SSF Switching Condition:

if f  xk 1   f  xk    ( where cons tan t   0) go to step 4, else go to step 2 f
2f):- First iteration value of SSF set j  k

 xk 1  (es  xk 1 )
2h):- Update residual:- rk  p  Exk
2g):- Update solution:- xk

2i):- Stopping rule Goto step (2) until either when

xk  xk 1

 threshold value or max imum number of iteration is reached

2
2

3:- The result of x

k

4:- Main iteration of SSF
Increment k by 1 and follow these steps:
4a):- Back Projection: Compute:- e

 E T rk

e

 shrink   xk  with threshold  / c
c

4c):- Update function value:- f  xk   f  xk    es  zk  
4b):- Shrinkage Compute: es

4d):-Update solution:- xk 1

 xk    es  xk 

4e):- Update Residual: rk 1

 x  Exk 1

4f):-Stopping rule: if xk 1  xk

2
2

  th

then stop else iterate

5:-Output: The result of xk 1

Pseudo-code VI-2: The Pseudo-code of proposed Hybrid IRLS-SSF
algorithm
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algorithms in such a mode that the finest convergence area of both algorithms
is developed. The IRLS algorithm converges rapidly for initial iteration but
detained up afterwards in local minima with no accomplishment closer to best
result. On the other hand, SSF algorithm is firstly slow to minimize the fitness
function, and then speeds up its convergence although receiving closer to the
finest promising result
The hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm starts with IRLS algorithm for quick till the
point IRLS algorithm does not get stuck. The instant IRLS algorithm is held
up, hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm switches to SSF algorithm, which minimizes
the fitness function closer to the finest achievable result in far less number of
iterations than SSF or IRLS alone. The proposed hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm
targets to obtain better outcome in terms of mean square error (MSE), at less
computational cost. The proposed hybrid algorithm is given in detail in
pseudo-code VI-5.

3.5 Simulation Results Using Hybrid IRLS-SSF Algorithm
Case I: In this section, the efficiency of the proposed method is discussed for
the detection of faulty elements. Let us consider, a Dolph-Chebyshev array of
51 sensors with  / 2 inter-sensor spacing is used as the reference antenna.
The power pattern in this case represents a -35 dB peak sidelobe level with
the nulls at the particular angles. The number of faulty sensors S is
represented by zero weights is randomly chosen between the 51 weights of
the array. First we consider the noise free case. If the MSE is less than -80
dB, the minimization is assumed to be exact. The performance of the
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proposed method is considered on the normalized MSE in detecting the faulty
sensors is given by the following equation

MSE 

xˆ j  x
x

2
2

2
2

,

j  1, 2,...,100

(Eq. VI.25)

and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is given by

K A  2
 i  
 i
1
SNR   K
   2
 i  
 i
1

(Eq. VI.26)

In the first case, we suppose that the 10th and 20th sensors in the array are
not functional, i.e. completely fail. Now we apply the proposed technique to
detect the number and location of the defective sensors. The simulation
results obtained by PCD are depicted in Fig.VI-4. The same scenario of failure
is repeated for the designed SSF and IRLS algorithm. The results obtained by
SSF and IRLS algorithm are shown in Fig.VI-5 and Fig.VI-6. Now the same is
repeated for the proposed hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm. The proposed
algorithm verifies the detection of defective sensors that is shown in Fig.VI-7.
The results indicate that the hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm outperforms in terms
of failure localization than PCD, SSF or IRLS algorithm alone
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Figure VI-4: Detection of defective sensors with the PCD algorithm
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Figure VI-5: Detection of defective sensors with the SSF algorithm
when two sensors are faulty
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Figure VI-6: Detection of defective sensors with the IRLS algorithm
when two sensors are faulty
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Figure VI-7: Detection of defective sensors with the proposed hybrid
IRLS-SSF algorithm when two sensors are faulty
Case II: In this case, we consider that four sensors in an array of 101 sensors
become damaged. These four sensors are assumed to fail at different
locations in the array which is shown in Fig.VI-8. Now the aim is detect the
defective sensors positions in the array by the proposed method. First we
apply the PCD algorithm, which detects the number and positions of defective
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sensors. The diagnosis of defective sensors through PCD, SSF, and IRLS
algorithms are shown in Fig.VI-8, Fig.VI-9 and Fig.VI-10 respectively. Now the
same fault is repeated for hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm. The hybrid IRLS-SSF
algorithm diagnosed fault more accurately that is shown in Figure-11 as
compared to PCD, SSF or IRLS alone
From Fig.VI-11 it is clear that hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm diagnose the
number and location of faulty sensor accurately as compared to PCD, SSF
and IRLS algorithm. The results show that hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm was
proficient to detect the faulty sensor with better accuracy than PCD, SSF and
IRLS algorithms.
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Figure VI-8: Detection of defective sensors with the PCD algorithm when four
sensors are faulty
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Figure VI-9: Detection of defective sensors with the SSF algorithm
when four sensors are faulty.
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Figure VI-10: Detection of defective sensors with the IRLS algorithm
when four sensors are faulty
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Figure VI-11: Detection of defective sensors with the proposed hybrid
IRLS-SSF algorithm when fours sensors are faulty
Case III: In the third case, we consider an array of 151 numbers of sensors. In
a practical scenario, diagnosis of faulty sensors is performed in noisy
environment. In this case, a Gaussian noise with SNR 40 dB is added in the
measured pattern.

The diagnosis of faulty sensors in array antenna on the

basis of MSE is shown in Fig.VI-12. The plot of Fig.VI-12 shows that the MSE
of -40 dB gives the reliable diagnosis of faulty sensors. From practical
scenario it is helpful to classify a simple connection between the number of
measurements (M) and 2S assuring a correct diagnosis of defective sensors.
Now we discuss the dependence of the number of measurements on the
number of sensors in the array. In Fig.VI-13 we plotted the success rate for
three different number of array sensors, i.e. N=51, 101 and 151. From this
Fig.VI-13 it is clear that if the array size increases, the number of
measurement will also increase. We studied the diagnosis of faults in the
presence of noise which provide satisfactory results. Now we add AWGN with
signal to noise ratio 40 dB to the measured data.
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Figure VI-12: Original and estimated weights in noisy environment
obtained by hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm N=151, S=9, MSE=-40 dB

The weights of the array are estimated as function of MSE. The weights for
different value of MSE equal are depicted in Fig.VI-14, which shows the
reliable detection of faulty sensors.
In this section, the robustness of the proposed hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm
is checked against noise and compared with the PCD, SSF and IRLS
algorithm. MSE is taken as a fitness function and the performance of the
algorithms is evaluated at each iteration using Eq. VI. 20. Fig.VI-15 shows the
MSE at different values of SNR obtained by using PCD, SSF, IRLS and hybrid
IRLS-SSF algorithm. From Fig.VI-15, it is clear that the proposed hybrid IRLSSSF algorithm has maintained a minimum MSE for all values of SNR. It can
be seen that, MSE of hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm drops rapidly as compare to
PCD, SSF and IRLS alone. The hybrid algorithm performs better than PCD,
SSF, IRLS alone, and achieves better MSE at fewer number of iterations.
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Figure VI-13: Number of measurement versus 2S in different number
of array sensors.
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Figure VI-14: Number of measurement versus 2S for different value of
MSE, N=101, SNR=40 dB
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Figure VI-15: Mean square error for different value of SNR.

3.6 Diagnosis of Partial Faults:
If some sensors in the array become fails but radiate some power i.e. its
weight excitation is a fraction of the original but not equal to zero. The
mathematical formula for partial fault is given by the following expression,
  wn
an  
 wn

with prob. 
o/w

(Eq. VI.27)

where   1 is the partial failure factor. In this case we assumed that the 10 th
and 20th sensors in the array is fully and 40th sensor is partially (50%) faulty.
The proposed hybrid IRLS-SSF method diagnosed the fault which is depicted
in Fig.VI-16. For lower value of SNR the identification turns out to be less
precise.
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Figure VI-16: Detection of complete and partial defective sensors with
Hybrid IRLS-SSF algorithm

Part II
In this part, we have developed a hybrid GA based compressed sensing
technique for the detection of complete as well as partial faulty elements.
Several techniques are available in the literature like Balamati Choudhury et
al. (2012) and Oliveri et al. (2012) to detect the position of faulty elements
which are computationally expensive as they require that the number of
measurements should not be less than the number of antenna sensors in the
array. Obviously the goal is to develop a technique based on compressed
sensing to diagnose the position of faulty elements by less number of
samples.
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4. Data Model
In this section, the data model is the same as used in section 6.2. The
location of faulty elements is diagnosed by Eq. VI. 11 based on compressed
sensing using GA hybridized with PCD.

5. Detection of Faulty Sensors Using Compressed
Sensing and Hybrid Genetic Algorithm
In this case the evolutionary algorithm is hybridized with compressed
sensing technique for more accurate detection of faulty arrays.

5.1 Genetic Algorithm
GA is a nature inspired meta-heuristic optimization technique which is
based on the ideology of inheritance. The algorithm starts with the
initialization of chromosomes. Each chromosome in the inhabitants acts as a
candidate solution. The elements of a chromosome are called genes. The
price of each chromosome is determined through a fitness function. With the
help of cross over the genes of different chromosomes can be combined in a
variety of way to produce the off springs having different fitness values. The
new population is formed with the normal selection by combining the best
parents and off springs. In this way the GA proceeds to search for the best
candidate solution. Nature inspired Meta-heuristic algorithms are preferred for
the problems which are NP-hard. When the optimization involves constrains
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the application of GA becomes more difficult as the crossovers are blind to the
constraints.
Constraints can be included in the fitness function as well as in the
chromosome. However indirect constraint usage does not work well for the
sparse problems. In our proposed algorithm the constraint is used to
guarantee the preferred sparsity level before and after the crossover during
hard thresholding. One of the main problems in GA is the early convergence
which is linked to the loss of inherited variety of the population. To avoid this
problem we pass through the mutation process. However for sparse signal
recovery the ordinary mutation will not work, making the chromosome denser
and compromising the sparsity constraint. The proposed algorithm avoids this
problem by using the PCD algorithm when the population tends to converge
prematurely.

5.2 Parallel Coordinate Decent Algorithm (PCD)
In this section, the PCD algorithm used is the same as discussed in
section 6.2. As given in Eq. VI. 11, the unknown parameter is the sparse
vector, so the objective is to find the vector

X

accurately.

5.3 The Hybrid Genetic Algorithm with PCD
The explanation of the proposed hybrid algorithm is given in Pseudo-code
VI-3 and flow diagram is given in Fig.VI-17. The symbol card (Z ) is use to
indicate the cardinality of the vector Z.
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Input: Measurement matrix E , measurement vector
Output: find the vector x .

p , population size P , faulty element S

1) Population Generation:-Generate randomly

G   g1 , g 2 ,..., g P  and card  gi   S

P chromosomes
 i 1 P

2) Calculate fitness of parents & sorting:- Calculate the fitness of each chromosome based on
(8) and sort them in the descending order.

f pi   Egi  p 

f p  fit  g1 , g 2 ,...g P    f p1 , f p 2 ,..., f pP 

T

 Egi  p 

 f ps index   sort  f p , descend 

f ps   f1 , f 2 ,..., f P  with f1  f 2 ,...  f P
Gs  G  index    g s1 , g s 2 ,...g sP  where g si has fitness f i
3) PCD algorithm: - If



f1

remains the same during the specified consecutive iterations then



execute. es  g srnd  wrand  E H  p  Eg s1 



gsrnd  Gs is a randomly selected chromosome from sorted population
wrand is a randomly generated vector
g s 2  g s 2    es  g srnd 

g s 2   g s 2  

is randomly generated number.

4) Cross over: - Offspring of size half of the population are generated in random manner.

C  crossover  Gs   c1 , c2 ,..., c p /2 
c j   g sj    g sj  g srndi  
s

1 j 

P
and 1  i  P
2

5) Calculate fitness of children & sorting: - Same as step-2 but executed for offspring.

f c  fit  c1 , c2 ,..., c p /2 

 fcs index   sort  fc , descend 

Cs  c  index    cs1 , cs 2 ,,..., csP /2 
6) Generate new population:-Generate new population using half of the best parents and all
children G

  g s1 , g s 2 ,,.., g sP /2 cs1 , cs 2 ,..., caP /2 

Repeat (2)-(6) until the stopping criteria reached.
7) Output: - The chromosome with best fitness is the candidate solution

x  gs1 .

Pseudo-code VI-3: The Pseudo-code of proposed hybrid GA
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Initialize Population

Population fitness and sorting

Cross over & children creation

Children fitness

No
Is fitness improving ?

PCD gives new
chromosome & its
fitness

yes
Sort out children & parents together
Produce new generation
from parents & children

No

Stopping criteria reached ?

yes

Best Chromosome

Stop

Figure VI-17: The flow chart of hybrid GA with PCD Algorithm
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whereas index represents a vector containing the indices when sorted in the
descending arrangement. The data  represents the element-by-element
product. The program can be stop either after achieving the desired fitness
function calculated in step-2 or the maximum number of cycles has reached.

5.4 Simulation Results Using hybrid Genetic Algorithm
In this section, we consider a Chebyshev array of 30 elements with  / 2
inter-element spacing is used as the reference antenna. The power pattern in
this case represents a -35 dB peak sidelobe level with the nulls at the
particular angle. The normalized MSE is determined in detecting the faulty
elements at the j-th iterations is given by the following equation,

MSE 

xˆ j  xo
2
xo 2

2
2

j  1, 2,...,350

(Eq. VI.28)

and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is given by

K A  2
 i  
 i
1
SNR  K
 r  2
 i  
 i
1

(Eq. VI.29)

To examine the simulation results the radiation pattern is sampled and 27
samples were taken from the pattern. To check the validity of the proposed
method we use the Matlab as a programming tool. At the first instant, we
consider that the 3rd and 7th elements in the array become damage as shown
in Fig.VI-18. Now we use the PCD algorithm to detect the location of faulty
elements. After simulation with the PCD algorithm, the number and the
location of faulty elements is recovered, this is shown in Fig.VI-18. The blue
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Figure VI-18: Detection of faulty sensors through PCD

(square) represents the original weights of the Chebyshev array, green (circle)
faulty elements and red (cross) the diagnosed fault.
The same scenario is repeated to detect the number and location of faulty
elements by using GA. After using GA, the fault diagnosed that is shown in
Fig.VI-19. Now we check the same fault with the hybrid GA. Now we detect
the 3rd and 7th element failure by applying hybrid-GA algorithm. The fault
diagnosed through hybrid GA is depicted in Fig.VI-20. By using the hybrid GA,
we diagnosed the number and location of faulty elements accurately than
PCD and GA alone.
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Figure VI-19: Detection of faulty sensors through GA
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Figure VI-20: Detection of faulty sensors through proposed hybrid GA
algorithm
The performance of the proposed hybrid GA was compared with PCD and
GA alone based on the normalized mean square error (MSE) which is
computed at each run of 350 iterations is by using Eq. VI. 23. Fig.VI-21 is the
comparison of the MSE of the PCD, GA and hybrid GA. From Fig.VI-21 it is
clear that the MSE of the hybrid GA detect the number and location of faulty
elements accurately as compared to PCD and GA alone.
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Figure VI-21: Comparison of PCD, GA and hybrid GA based on MSE

Fig.VI-22 shows the performance of the diagnosis error for different values of
SNR for PCD, GA and hybrid GA. From Fig.VI-21, it is clear that for lower
value of SNR, we have a greater value of MSE. For the value of SNR  45 , the
value of MSE is lower and stable. Hence the hybrid GA performs better than
PCD and GA alone for different value of SNR.

Figure VI-22: Diagnosis of faulty elements for different values of SNR.
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5.5 Diagnosis of Partial Faults
If some elements in the array become fails but radiate some power i.e. its
weight excitation is a fraction of the original but not equal to zero. The
mathematical formula for partial fault is given by the following expression,

 wn
an  
 wn

with prob.
(Eq. VI.30)

o/w

where   1 is the partial failure factor. In this case, we consider the complete
as well as partial fault. We assume that the 10 th element is partially faulty
(50% faulty) and the 15th element is completely faulty. The proposed
technique detect the partial and complete fault accurately which is depicted in
Fig.VI-23.
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Figure VI-23: Detection of partial and complete fault through proposed
algorithm
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Part III
In this part, a differential evolution based compressive sensing technique
for detection of faulty sensors in linear arrays has been presented. The data
model used in this part is the same as presented in section 6.2. The positions
of faulty elements are diagnosed based on compressed sensing using DE
hybridized with PCD.

6. Detection of Faulty Sensors Using Hybrid Differential
Evolution based Compressed Sensing Technique

In this section, we have developed hybrid DE which uses the mutation
operator and crossover procedures of the conventional algorithm. DE is an EA
and was developed by Storn and Price (1996) which is used to solve real
valued optimization problems. The DE is a method based on stochastic
searches. However, this faster convergence of DE results in a higher
possibility of searching near a local optimum or getting early convergence.
Differential evolution is based on a mutation operator, which adds an amount
obtained by the difference of two randomly chosen individuals of the present
population. Computing the difference between two individuals which is
selected randomly from the population, in fact the algorithm estimating the
gradient in that region and this technique is a proficient way to self-adapt the
mutation operator.
PCD is used to adjust the second best possible solution in the population
when the fitness of the best chromosome remains the same during the
specified iteration. This will help us the convergence issue related with the NP
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problem. The pseudo-code for the hybrid DE-PCD is depicted in Pseudo-code
VI-4 while the update equation of PCD is given by the following expression,

xk  xk 1    es  xk 1 

(Eq. VI.31)

where  is a constant and is computed through line search. In the proposed
algorithm we replace it with a random number. The starting value of the
solution can be either an estimate of the least square solution or a zero
vector. In Eq. VI. 25 the term es is computed by the following expression.





es   xk 1  diag ET E

Here rk



1

E T rk 1



(Eq. VI.32)

 p  Exk is the residue and   is the shrinkage operator which is

given by,

0
if u  

 u     u   
u
if u  

 u

(Eq. VI.33)
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Input: Measurement matrix E , measurement vector
constant  . Output: find the vector x

p , population size P , faulty element, crossover

1) Population Generation:-Generate randomly

X   x1 , x2 ,..., xP 

card  xi   S

and

P

chromosomes

 i 1P

2) Mutation: Generate chromosomes of random vectors

Y  mutation  X . f    y1 , y2 , y3 ,... yP 
yi  xrnd 1  f   xrnd 2  xrnd 3 

where

xrnd1 , xrnd 2 , xrnd 3  X

are three different random

numbers with

i  rnd1  rnd 2  rnd 3

3)

Cross over:- To generate offspring’s, we perform crossover with mutant

Z  xover  X , Y , r     z1  K ,  z2  K ,...,  z P  K 

 y  j, i 
zi  z  j, i   
 x  j, i 

4)

if rand j  0,1   or j  jrand

o/w

where

jrnd  1, n 

Calculate fitness of parents & sorting:a) Calculate the fitness of each chromosome (X) and sort them in the descending order.

f x  fit  x1 , x2 ,...xP    f1 , f 2 ,..., f P  ,

f pi   Egi  p 

T

f i   Exi  y 

T

 Exi  y 

 Egi  p 

 f xs index  sort  f x , descend 
f xs   f x1 , f x 2 ,..., f xP  with f x1  f x 2 ,...  f xP
X s  X  index    xs1 , xs 2 ,...xsP  where xsi

has fitness f xi

b) Fitness of mutants (Y):- Calculate the fitness of mutants and sort in descending order.

f y  fit ( y1 , y2 ,... yP )

[ f ys index]  sort ( f y , descend )

Ys  Y (index)  [ ys1 , ys 2 ,... ysP ] where yxi has fitness f yi
5)

Population Updation:- On the basis of fitness value, we update the population

 ysi if f xi  f yi
x
 xsi o / w
6)

PCD algorithm: - If



f1

i  1  P

remains the same during the specified consecutive iterations then

  p  Ex   

execute. es  xsrnd  wrand  E T

s1

xsrnd  X s is a randomly selected chromosome from sorted population
wrand is a randomly generated vector
xs 2  xs 2   (es  xsrnd )

xs 2   xs 2 



is randomly generated number.

Repeat (2)-(6) until the stopping criteria reached.
7)

Output: - The chromosome with best fitness is the candidate solution x

 xs1 .

Pseudo-code VI-4: The Pseudo-code of proposed hybrid DE-PCD
algorithm
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7. Simulation Results Using Hybrid DE with PCD
In this section, we consider a Chebyshev array of 16 elements with  / 2
inter-element spacing is used as the test antenna. The far-field power pattern
in this case represents a -35 dB peak sidelobe level with the nulls at the
particular angles as shown in Fig.VI.24. The normalized mean square error
(MSE) is determined in detecting the faulty elements at the j-th iterations is
given by Eq. VI. 23,
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Figure VI-24: The original Chebyshev array and defective array with
3rd, 6th elements.
To examine the simulation results the radiation pattern is sampled in the
interval of 10 degrees, 19 samples were taken from the damage pattern. To
check the validity of the proposed method we use the Matlab as a
programming tool. At the first instant, we consider that the 3 rd and 4th
elements in the array become damage. Now we use the PCD algorithm to
detect the location of faulty elements. After simulation with the PCD algorithm,
the number and the location of faulty elements is recovered that is shown in
Fig.VI.25. The blue (square) represents the original weights of the Chebyshev
array, magenta (circle) faulty elements and red (cross) the diagnosed fault.
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Figure VI-25: Diagnosis of defective elements with PCD algorithm
Similarly the same fault location is diagnosed with DE and hybrid DE with
PCD. After applying DE and hybrid DE, the diagnosed fault is depicted in
Fig.VI.26 and Fig.VI.27. By using the hybrid DE, we diagnosed the number
and location of faulty elements accurately than PCD and DE alone.
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Figure VI-26: Diagnosis of defective elements with DE algorithm
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Figure VI-27: Diagnosis of defective elements DE hybridized with
PCD algorithm
The MSE is computed for PCD, DE and hybrid DE by using Eq. VI. 23.
From Fig.VI.28, it is clear that the hybrid DE outperforms than PCD and DE
alone.

Figure VI-28: Mean square error of PCD, DE and hybrid DE
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

1. Conclusion
The main goal of this dissertation was to detect and correct the faulty
sensors in linear antenna array. The work presented in this dissertation has
two parts. First part is the detection while the second one is the correction of
faulty sensors. Several nature inspired and compressed sensing based
algorithms have been developed for detection of faulty sensors which were
easy to implement and quite efficient. The nature inspired developed
algorithm were based on heuristic computation technique such as FA, HSFA,
CADE and CSA. This nature inspired computational algorithms are applied
successfully to diagnosis of faulty sensors. In this regard, detection of faulty
sensors was detected by FA. Similarly the fault is diagnosed by using HS-FA
and it has been shown that the performance of hybrid algorithm is better than
that of HS and FA individually. The proposed hybrid technique has used a
new objective function as fitness function. Specifically, the results obtained by
HS are further given to FA for fine tuning. From the simulation results, it is
clear that the hybrid techniques are more effective than the individual HS and
FA. Similarly, CA hybridized with DE is used for the detection of faulty
sensors.

In the first step, the symmetrical structure of linear array is

proposed, while in the second step, a hybrid technique based on cultural
algorithm with differential evolution is developed. The symmetrical structure
has two advantages i.e., instead of finding all damaged patterns, only half
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patterns are needed and secondly we require to scan the region from 00 to
900 instead of 00 to 1800 which obviously reduces the computational
complexity. Comparison of the proposed method is made with the available
technique such as BFO, and it has been shown that the MSE of the proposed
technique is better than that of the BFO algorithm.
The compressed sensing based algorithms were PCD, IRLS and SSF.
The IRLS is further hybridized with SSF to generate better results. The
performance of IRLS-SSF is better than that of PCD, IRLS and SSF
separately. The nature inspired evolutionary algorithm such as GA and DE is
hybridized with PCD based on compressed sensing. Again the performance
of hybridized GA and DE is better than GA, DE and PCD separately. The
MSE is computed for PCD, DE and hybrid DE. The simulation result shows
that the hybrid DE outperforms than PCD and DE alone.
In the second part of the dissertation, we have developed the symmetrical
structure of linear arrays for the correction of faulty patterns. The symmetric
element failure maintains the null depth level almost as close to that of the
original array. The null depth of all nulls, especially the first one, has been
achieved with the help of SEF technique. Null placement and sidelobe
suppression have been achieved by hybridizing GA with PS by using a proper
fitness function. Similarly, CA hybridized with DE is used for the correction of
faulty beams in failed array antenna. The simulation result shows that as the
faulty element gets near the center element, the number of nulls reduces by
one. The reduction in the corrected side lobe level comes at the price of
broader main beam. The corrected pattern has beamwidth broader than that
of the original one. Using the approach of mirror/symmetric element failure,
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with the reduction of SLL, we can steer single, double and multiple nulls in the
direction of known interferences.
Similarly, we have developed a nature inspired cuckoo search algorithm
(CSA) based on symmetrical element failure technique along with distance
adjustment between the array elements for the recovery of desired pattern.
The proposed SEF technique along with distance adjustment

dn based on

CSA provides better results in terms of SLL and nulls in the direction of known
interferers. Once again we have developed the CSA for the correction of
single element failure. But this time the proposed technique has used a new
fitness function for the suppression of SSL and nulls in the direction of
interferers.
Using the advantage of symmetrical structure of linear array a simple
method has been presented for the reconstruction of faulty pattern. The
method recovers the failed element signal from its symmetrical element by
taking the conjugate.
Furthermore, it is exposed by simulations that proposed techniques
present considerably improved results than that of many famous algorithms in
the literature.

2. Future Directions
In the presenting work we have developed some of nature inspired
evolutionary computing algorithms which include GA, CA, CSA and PS etc. In
the future work, one can inquire into the effectiveness of these left out nature
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inspired evolutionary algorithms for the detection and correction of faulty
patterns. Some of these nature inspired evolutionary techniques are FWA,
ACO, BAT algorithm etc.
One can look into another attractive topic in failed antenna array to
optimize the weight excitation and geometries of antennas consisting of nonidentical sensors. Antenna array investigation is almost entirely performed
with identical sensors, and it would be attractive to examine if gains can be
made by utilizing sensors with different radiation power patterns.
One can look into a non-iterative technique for the correction of linear
antenna array based on matrix pencil method (MPM). In this technique, the
radiation pattern of the desired array is sampled to form discrete power
pattern information set. Then this information set can be arranged in a form of
Hankel matrix (HM) and execute the singular value decomposition. By
removing the non-principal values, we get an optimum lower rank estimation
of the HM. This lower rank matrix corresponds to the faulty pattern. Then
MPM is employed to recover the weight excitation and positions allocations
from the estimated matrix.
Noise is considered to be present in all practical scenarios in case of
correction of faulty sensors which is taken as white or colored. The effect of
white or colored noise is available in all practical systems. In the future, this
can be an area of research. Furthermore, we shall develop the algorithms
which will show robustness against different types of noises.
In future one should also look for other compressed sensing techniques
such as POCS and hyperbolic tangent recently developed by Shah et al.
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(2014) and we will use these techniques for detection of faulty sensors in
antenna array.
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